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Council rejects overpass Tn isolation’
Thanks, but no thanks. That 
was North Saanich council’s 
response to a highways ministry 
request to share the cost of a 
$200,000 pedestrian overpass on 
Pat Bay Highway at Wain Road.
In a letter to council Highways 
Ministry Alex Fraser said the 
preliminary layout for the 
overpass has been completed with 
costs revised, and North Saanich 
must pay 20 percent — or 
$40,000.
But council balked at the 
overpass, noting it wants instead 
to study the highway problem as 
a whole. “We’ve insisted we 
don’t treat these things in 
isolation and want to look at the 
total situation on the highway,’’ 
said Mayor Eric Sherwood.
He said he couldn’t agree to 
the overpass because it is in 
isolation. Aid. Jim Gumming 
said he told the highways official 
in charge of the project council
isn’t interested in sharing costs.
Gumming said North Saanich 
and Sidney are tackling the high­
way problems through the joint 
^ highway comrnittee chaired by 
transportation supervisor Greg 
Singer.
However, Aid. Harold Parrott 
argued the issue has been raised 
many times, but council still 
hasn’t done anything. He said the 
overpass is “a darn good buy’’, 
though council seems intent on
delaying it.
Aid. Jay Rangel asked why 
council should “get excited’’ 
about this particular overpass 
when it has a committee 
established to “regularize’’ high­
way problems.
The problem is there are more 
overpasses needed and other cost 
sharing projects with the ministry 
.of highways, he said. He 
suggested public works com­
mittee handle it and let Gumming
rai.se the issue with highways 
committee.
Parrott then suggested the 
Wain Road overpass could be 
“phase one’’ of a total plan.
Aid. Alan Gornford said the 
overpass has some merit and 
pointed out initial concern raised 
the issue (a youth was killed at 
the intersection when his bicycle 
collided with a transport .truck 
about two years ago).
Gornford said he didn’t want
to be “premature’’ with a 
decision on an overpass, but also 
said council shouldn’t un­
necessarily delay a decision.
If the highways committee 
can’t reach a decision in a few 
months, council should take a 
look at it, he said.
Saanich school board has 
pushed for an overpass at Wain 
Road and Pay Bay Highways 




The provincial department of 
highways is giving the Town of 
Sidney close to S'A million 
towards costs incurred in land 
acquisition for the Bevan/Beacon 
Avenue link-road in the new 
traffic plan.
Town administrator Geoff 
Logan said Tuesday the grant of 
$459,400 did not include all land 
involved — when council applied 
the Sanscha, land was not in­
cluded, he said.
An application for more funds 
will be made later towards 
construction of the road — we do 




Parkland physical education students are off and running for fitri, fitness^ nutrition and 
disabled persons in annual B. C. school sports milk run. Students joined 177,000 students in 
more than 290 other schools across Canada who ran, walked or jogged three km. course as 
part, of school sports week. ^ ^ ^
water
festival
The third annual East Saanich 
Tsawout (Say-woot) Indian 
Water Festival goes Saturday and 
Sunday from’ noon onwards at 
Saanichton Spit, just east of the 
Pat Bay Highway off Mount 
Newton Grossroad.
Events will include the classic 
11-man canoe race, the Kooch- 
man race, the six-man eanoe 
race, the ladies’ six, and the 
ladies’ and men’s doubles and 
singles.
There will be native Indian 
cultural entertainment, bone 
games, a salmon barbecue and 
delicious native food such as 
bannock and “Grandma 
Ethel’s’’special clam chowder.
Everyone is welcome. Just turn 
east on Mount Newton Gross 
Road off Pal Bay Highway and 
proceed along Ghurch Road until 
you sec the spit.
hikes library costs
By PEGGIE ROW A ND 
The proposed Sidney-North 
Saanich library on Resthaven 
hasn’t been built yet but already 
delays have increased costs by 
$50,000. And the .stubborn 
•Stalemate between the two 
councils .showed no sign of 
lessening Monday night as Sidney 
council passed a motion not to 
delete anything from the plan.
North Saanich council wants a 
1,000 square-fool meeting room 
deleted from the plan before it 
will agree to go to tender but 
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealcy said 
her council has come down from 
8,500 to 8,000 square feet then 
down to 7,250. And North 
Saanich wants another 1,000 
removed, Sealcy said,
“We’ve already done a fair 
amount of chopping,” the mayor
told council. “1 thought we had 
an acceptable package.” She 
added both councils had earlier 
approved a maximum 7,250 
square footage for the library.
It was “ludicrous” at this stage 
to cut back further, she said.
Aid. Ross Martin said to build 
the library smaller would not be 
to anyone’s interest. “It won’t be 
too long before the proposal 
we’ve accepted is too small, given 
the increasing population.”
Martin termedihe 7,250 design 
the “absolute bottom line” —■ 
it's nice looking and adequate, 
but no more, he said,
He pointed out North Saanich’s 
share of the library would only 
work out to the price of an 
average assessed home in North 
Saanich. “That’s what they’re 
(North Saanich) being asked to
contribute for the total 
population, with generations to 
come.”
And Martin asked council: 
“How can we move them? We’ve 
tried and failed.”
Sealcy said at a previous 
meeting Fred White, director of 
the Vancouver Island Regional 
library, had suggested perhaps 
Sidney should “go it alone” if it 
couldn’t reach agreement with 
North Saanich.
We all expressed concern at the 
idea, Sealcy told council, wc 
certainly didn’t favor that move 
but “we’ve got to make some 
decision.”
Another .suggestion, she said, 
was for Sidney to share the costs 
of the library with North Saanich
(’ontlmic«lonI‘«gc2
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
A showdown is looming 
between Saanich school board 
and its 12 union school bus 
drivers over use of teacher,-driven 
buses by area schools.
The district drivers — all 
members of Ganadian Union of 
Public Employees local 441 — 
are upset because six schools use 
their own teacher-driven buses 
for field trips and outings instead 
of district buses driven by GUPE 
members.
GUPE spokesman Jean Bigras 
said district drivers have tried to 
negotiate with the board, bill are 
‘‘still no closer . to solving, the 
problem” — a problem that’s 
been growing since the first 
teacher-driven bus was in­
troduced in this district in 1976. ^
Now district drivers are 
frustrated and have decided to 
take their case to the public.
Teacher-driven buses are 
actually privately-owned. Each 
of the six schools has set up a 
society to purchase, maintain and 
operate the bus. Both teachers 
and students belong to the 
society. Thus, teacher-driven 
buses are not covered by the 
board.
But Bigras charges the teacher- 
driven buses •— though cheaper 
because teachers drive for free — 
are not as safe as district buses.
He points to a string oV in­
fractions against teacher-driven 
buses reported to the board by 
district drivers — without any 
result. That’s because teachers 
don’t fall under board 
jurisdiction, Bigras says.
He said teacher-driven buses 
have been spotted gassing up with 
students on board, and turning 
left from McDonald Park Road 
onto Pat Bay Highway, Both arc 
violations of board policy which
would have landed a district 
driver a suspension, Bigras notes.
In another case, the Mount 
Newton bus operated for four 
months without a valid motor 
vehicle inspection sticker. Bigras 
said there have also been reports 
of buses speeding and one of a 
bus running an amber light on the 
Pat Bay Highway.
“It’s atrocious,” he says, and 
adds parents should be made 
aware of what is going on.
Bigras doesn’t question 
teacher-drivers’ qualifications. 
“Teachers driving to our 
knowledge are all qualified,’’ he 
says. But they’re not professional 
drivers and they don’t do ; it 
fulltime.
; ‘’Driving is not their fulltime:^ 
job. Their fulltime job is: 
leaching. ’/ Teachers tend to treat, 
the school-owned buses “like a 
family car” instead of a 
professional job—- like district 
drivers.
“They don’t do it daily so it’s a 
different situation,” he says,
Saanich Teachers Association 
president Elsie McMurphy agrees 
teachers don’t have the ex­
perience of district drivers. Some 
teachers drive the buses only once 
a year, she said, though others 
have driven as professional 
drivers.
ConliiiiictI on Page 3
Office closed 
Victoria Day
TIk; Review offices will be 
closed May 18, Victoria Day. 
Deadline for ela,ssificd ad­
vertising is 4 p.tn. Friday, display 
advcrti.sing and editorial material 
dcitdline is noon Saturday.
All doctors on the peninsula 
north of Royal Oak will not be 
refilling prescriptions over the 
telephone unless there is real 
hardship involved in visiting a 
doctor’s office.
And all doctor’s offices will 
be closed on Thursday, May 
14, the one-day closure being a 
“ge.sturc” of support for the 
BCMA’s fight to reach 
agrectncni with the provincial 
government on a new fee 
schedule,
Dr. F, Doerffer, president 
of the medical staff at the 
Saanich rcuin.sula llu.spitiil, 
said Friday a resolution was 
passed at a May 7 meeting of 
medical staff declaring sup­
port for the BCMA in its 
request for discontinuance of 
non-essential services until an 
agreement is finally settled 
with the government,
When doctors' offices arc 
closed Thursday, “in an 
emergency or if there’s a 
medical need, patients will be 
seen in the hospital’s 
emergency room,” Doerffer 
said, '
“Doctors are not going to 
neglect sick patients,” he said, 
“But the BCMA requc.slcd 
support and wc feel we need to 
give thai supputi. ’
He added doctors will not be 
acting on non-essential 
committees at the hospital
until agreement is reached.
Meanwhile, Victoria doctors 
took a softer approach Monday 
when they agreed to vote on a 
negotiated settlement of 40 per 
cent over two years rather than 
press the provincial government 
for more money.
The decision goes against the 
hard line espoused by tlie B.C. 
Medical Association executive. 
However, the BCMA has said 
each area has the right to vole its 
own way on the issue.
7 he Victoria decision came 
during ii meeting of some 300 
members ol the Victoria Medical 
Society. The provincial cabinet 
has yet to approve the proposed 
40 per cent fee increase — which
amounts to about an average 
$38,000 over two years.
lilsewhere, on the weekend the 
Association of Vancouver Island 
Mtinicipaliiics approved a
motion by Sidney Aid, Ross 
Marlin and seconded by North 
.Saanich Mayor Eric Sherwood 
calling on Ihc provincial 
government to legislate against 
balanced billing.
The Martin/Sherwood motion 
also recommended a three-parly 
arbitration board consisting of a 
government rcprcsenlalivc, a 
doclui'% icjncseniuiivc and a 
neutral parly be established a,s a 
final means of setting doctors’ 
fees, '
May Queen Jill Hrop
. . coronation Sunday {for story see page 12].
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concerned about the 
direction education is 
headed in the Saanich 
school district now 
have the opportunity 
to have direct input.
Saanich school 
board is presently 
advertising for a new 
superintendent of 
schools and before 
any decision is made it 
wants to hear from 
' local residents.
Written or oral 
submissions are 
welcome. Contact 
either the board office'^' 
at 9751-3rd Street 





be made as soon as 
possible.
Wrangle, delay hikes 
library costs $50,000
Continued from Page 1 
but construct the meeting room 
portion itself.
But Martin said he was not in 
favor of constructing anything 
with funds from Sidney council 
and then letting North Saanich 
use it. “It’s not very palatable,” 
he said.
His suggestion was that the 
bookreading public in North 
Saanich look at the proposed > 
design and then let their 
politicians see how they feel 
about it.”
Martin said Sidney had en­
joyed good cooperation with 
North Saanich over the last few 
years — I don’t like this ad­
versary position, he admitted.
“But we really have a good 
library proposal — I doji’t want
to let go of it!”
Sealey said she thought Sidney 
council had solved one of North 
Saanich’s financial concerns 
when it donated the land for the 
library, but Martin said the 
matter was “ceasing to become a 
rational issue.”
They’ve got themselves into a 
political bind, now they don’t 
have an easy way out, he said.
“It’s pennywise, pound- 
foolish — that’s what it is,” said 
Aid. Ben Ethier, referring to 
North Saanich council. “Do they 
realize the library will last us to 
the year 2,000?”
Martin said Sidney council was 
unanimous in its acceptance of 
the proposal — and almost half 
of North Saanich council feels 
the same way.
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. and 
West Saanich Road, Sidney
A cozy, 9-holer, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery, 
and special twilight rates for 9-hole game. Clubs and 
cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — 
swimming beach. Phone 656-4621.
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, 
Brentwood. 652-2413.
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.. Rock & Roll & Country 
Music.
Featuring in the lounge, the popular duo “Spyce”, 
8:00 p.rn. to midnight.
THE MARINERS’ MUSEUM — A must to see 
when in Sidney — an Outstanding Maritime and 
Nautical Collection — located next to the Clipper 
inn, 2554 Bevan. Phone 656-6633.
Hours: Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays 1 to 4 p.m. 
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residents will soon be 
permitted to kill dogs 
found running at large 
and “attacking or 
viciously pursuing a 
person or domestic 
animal.’’
Council approved 
the move May 4 
despite Mayor Eric 
Sherwood’s reser­
vations about giving 
residents “blanket 





suggested the idea, 
asking each
municipality if it 
wanted the authority 




Act permits such 
action, but does not 
apply to
municipalities — only 
to unorganized areas. 
However, the act can 
be applied at the 
request of the 
municipality.
Sherwood 
questioned who will 
'interpret “viciously 
pursuing” and said 
while he doesn’t 
approve of dogs 
running at large “I’m 
averse to having 
someone with the 
responsibility to kill a 
dog.”
Aid. Jim Gumming 
pointed out the dog 
must be both running 
at large and viciously 
pursuing in order to 
be shot. Running at 





Continued from Page 1
McMurphy said the STA has a 
number of concerns 
educational and 
Teachers feel strongly many of 
the programs outside the schools 
are logical extensions of school 
programs and should be funded 
in “the normal way” — meaning 
the school board should pick up 
the tab.
But the board won’t pay for 
the district drivers, so teachers — 
rather than see the programs cut 
off — buy,, maintain and operate 
buses themselves, she said.
But McMurphy has concerns 
about safety — there was a report 
the emergency doors were locked 
on one bus. As svell, she 
questions the overall mechanical 
safety of the buses, many of 
which are purchased from school 
districts after they’ve finished 
with them.
So far the board hasn’t faced 
the issue, McMurphy says, 
because the “implications are 
very profound and very ex­
pensive. As long as the issue 
doesn’t come to a head it won’t 
have to be resolved . . . What is
going to bring the issue to a head 
is there’s going to be an ac­
cident,” she says.
However, school board 
chairman Gerry Kristianson said 
the issue comes down to 
economics — district drivers cost 
“a lot more”. Besides, schools 
prefer the flexibility of having 
their own buses.
Kristianson admitted, teacher- 
driven buses “is not an ideal 
situation”, but to switch to 
totally district driven buses would 
mean a severe cutback in school 
activities. The district just 
wouldn’t be able to afford to pay 
for the drivers, he said.
District drivers are still used 
for elementary school field trips, 
Kristianson noted.
As for safety, Kristianson said 
he is worried about district 
drivers “spying” on teacher- 
drivers. “Nobody drives per­
fectly all the time.”
But district drivers won’t give 
up easily, if only — as Bigras 
points out — because teacher- 
driven buses are costing union 
drivers 30 per cent of their in­
come.
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
Sidney, B.C.
CONGRA TULA TIONS
Father Don Matins, 
formerly of Salmon 
Arm, is new rector 
at Holy Trinity 
Anglican Church. 
Fr. Mali ns said first 
servieg May 10,: ^ ^
BILL MOSHER
Once again the Sidney otfice of Block Bros. Really 
Ltd. is very pleased to congratulate Bill for being 
tops in sales for the month of April. Bill 
specializes in residential and commercial properties 
serving his clients on the Saanich Peninsula. For 
top notch efficient real estate service call: Bill 
Mosher. ' ^
Office; Block Bros. Home:
656-5584 Realty Ltd. 656-7117
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Stiffer penalties
A licence to kill dogs?
No wonder Mayor Eric Sherwood 
balked at a motion passed Monday at 
North Saanich council which will allow 
residents in the municipality to kill a dog 
running at large and “attacking or 
viciously pursuing a person or domestic 
animal.”
We certainly wouldn’t argue against 
stiffer measures to be used against 
people who cannot seem to keep their 
dogs under control — in fact we’d 
welcome it — but this motion approved 
by North Saanich opens up a nasty can 
of worms.
The case for slaying a dog must rest 
upon interpretation. Was the dog ac­
tually attacking or was it being playful? 
Did it “viciously pursue” or was it just 
excited — again —playful?
We’d simply like to see local bylaws 
enforced.
Dogs should not run at large or be 
permitted to invade the privacy of other 
people’s property, cause damage or 
frighten neighbors.
Mf they do, the penalty should be so 
severe — a horrendous fine, or loss of 
the animal — as to ensure, quite simply, 
that it doesn’t happen.
Horses graze in field prior to start of Sandown harness racing meet this weekend.
letters
Pull together
Very often, because of the liniitation of 
media space in relation to the amount of 
news to be covered, the full facts of what 
may be considered a news item are not 
thoroughly investigated. In this particular 
instance I refer to the news coverage of the 
new library building in the May 6 issue of 
your newspaper, especially concerning 
footage of other libraries in the Greater 
Victoria area (which should have read 
Capital Region area).
After research by the board of directors of 
the Friends of the Library - and in order to 
clear up any misunderstanding of the subject 
concerned the following facts were revealed:
®The Vancouver Island Regional Library 
(VIRL) branches in Colwood, Langford and 
Sooke are all storefronts, which have to be 
used because there were no other alter­
natives. These branches are in unorganized 
areas where there is no municipality to 
enable them to contruct a building. The high 
commercial rent charged for store-front 
libraries with extremely limited library space 
runs between $750 and $850 per month with 
dire predictions of an increase in the near 
future. T
The Colwood branch which has been in 
existence since 1963 has been totally 
inadequate for ten years. Langford too is 
inadequate.
•.According to the B.C. library standards 
for regional libraries for 1980, Colwood 
should be 6,050 sq. ft. and Langford should 
be 7000 sq._ft.
•Brentwood again is a storefront which 
has originally operated by the Victoria 
Public Library. In 1976 .Central Saanich 
opted to enter the VIRL system which 
provided less costly, yet better service. It is 
too .small and there appears to be a 
movement towards building municipal 
library premises.
•Esquimau Library - although not in our 
system — is also located in an expensive 
storefront shopping centre. 'We have known 
for years that this branch too is inadequate.
•The 10-year-old Oak Bay library (not in 
our system) which is far below minimum 
B.C. standards, has been forced to put its 
children’s books in the basement because of 
its small size and lack of collections. In fact 
its librarian has noted that there is a 
collection loss because of insufficient 
shelving.





By MARY KIERANS 
The Canadian National Book Festival, 
which runs May 11 - 19 is a celebration of ; 
Canadian bookf and periodicals. The 
Sidney-North Saanich library is featuring a 
display of Ganadian titles, and this week, I 
would like to mention , a number of hew 
Canadian books available from the V.l. 
Regional Library.
Sacred Places by Barry Downs. A 
beautiful architectural history of British 
Columbia’s early churches which vividly 
conveys a sense of each building and the 
landscape where it was set,
Canadian Newspapers: The Inside Story 
edited by Walter Stewart. A behind-the- 
.scenes look at journalism and the newspaper 
industry in Canada, written by 15 Canadian 
journalists. ,
Sacrament hy Peter Gzowski. The true 
and powerfully written story lived by two 
yourig Canadians who survived a small plant 
crash and refused to die.
Northern Magus by Richard Gwyn. One" 
of the country’s most respected, incisive 
political writers levels an unwavering eye at 
Pierre Trudeau - the magician who intrigues 
and/or infuriates us all.
Lawyers by .lack Batten. From the wry
; recollections of his own legaLcareer, 'fatten;
draws- portraits that give the law a human ■ 
" face and prove that its proponents are a 
specialbreed. y :
Little Immigrants by Ken Bagnell. The 
poignant, but little-known story of 80,000 
children who journeyed from the slums of 
Britain from 1870 to the 1930’s to work on 
Canadian farms, often meeting abuse and 
exploitation.
Voices in Time by Hugh MacLennan. In 
the year 2030, an old man looks back and 
remembers the destruction of civilization in 
the 1980s and the events that presaged it.
DesparateSeige: The Battle of Hong Kong 
by Ted Ferguson. A dramatic account of the 
valiant effort made by two Canadian Bat­
talions to defend Hong Kong against a 
Japanese invasion force of some 30,000 
soldiers.
Burning Water by George Bowering. The 
story of George Vancouver (in fictional 
form) whose feverish quest for the legendary 
Northwest Passage parallels his personal 
.struggle for his own health and sanity.
Charcoal Burners by Susan Musgravc. 
The account of n young woman’s jouney to 
the outrcaches of society where she finds 
her,self progressively stripped of her will and
power ;to act and drawn more and more to 
dfearris and obliyidn./ -
Periscope Red by Richard Rohmer. The 
superpowers move toward a frightening 
collison in their quest for oil supremacy in 
this new: novel by the / author / Of 
Exxoneration.
' Third Temptation by Charles Templeton. 
The story of the fictional Jimmy Coulter, an 
acclaimed evangelist: his poverty-to-celebrity 
saga and eventual run-in with a powerful' 
newspaper publisher intent on his 
destruction. ,
Discipline of Power by Jeffrey Simpson. 
An account of the nine months in Canadian 
politics following the election of the Con­
servative Party in May 1979 — what hap­
pened and why.
Bull of the Woods by Gordon Gibson, His 
life story as a member of parliament, 
seaman, logger and'towboat operator.
Completely Foxed by Miles Smeeton. A 
light-hearted description of his work with 
swift foxes, wood bison and other animals 
on his game farm sactuary in .Mberta.
Ask for any of these titles from either the 
Sidney-North Saanich or Brentwood branch 
of the regional library.
(50 YEARS AGO:
From the Mny 12,1921, Issue of The Review.
WEST SAANICH ■- A fire occurred at 
the home of Mr, J.W, Sluggett Tuesday 
evening which destroyed a small colony 
house, together with 60 small chicks and a 
large brooder. Several of the neighbors, 
upon seeing the blaze were quickly on hand 
to offer a.ssistancc. A curious circumstance 
in connection with this affair is the fact that 
a fire started Tuesday morning in the same 
mysterious manner at Mr. W. Pitzer’s place 
on Obed Avenue and burned 80 cliicks from 
the same hatchery.
A * *
Sidney Board of Trade Tuesday evening 
discussed an automobile ferry service bet­
ween some point on the Saanich Peninsula 
and Mill Bay, The proposal, which came in a 
letter from the Duncan Board of Trade, was 
endorsed by the Sidney group.
50 YEARS AGO;
From the May 14,1931, Issue of The Review.
Twelve-year-old Dalbeit Lemarquand, 
son oi Mr. and Mrs. J.lvl.A. LcMaiquatiU, 
Rc.sihavcn, captured the Irene Bick Medal 
for junior violin, the Times Cup for the 
highest m.u'k:i . inall violin c!a;tr;cr, ' and 
Fletcher Brothers Cup for the highest marks 
in all instrumental das.scs at the Musical
Festival in Victoria.
in * *
Just think, ill 1931 a pair of shoes at 
Sidney Trading Co. went for $1.95 -- but 
then that was on sale. Regular price was a 
whopping $3,50.
4()YFARS AGO;
From the May 14,1941, issue of The Review,
BULLETIN •- .A provincial blackout 
exercise will be licid ihroughoui the Saanich 
Peninsula from 10 p,m. to 10:15 p.m. 
Thursday May 22. All citizens are required 
to ,sec llial till lights in the private dcwllings 
and business csiablislnncnts, outside signs, 
etc. are extinguished or made invisible. All 
traffic must cease during the blackout. 
Occupants must not smoke or light matches. 
All air raid wardens will carry badge, ar­
mband and identification card,
30 YEARS AGO;
From (he May 16,1951, Issue of The Review.
/\n oil lest well is to be drilled in Norili 
Saanich in the near future. James West, of 
Weiler Ave, told The Review last week he 
had discovered indications ol oil on his 
propcity and that he had been assured by tlic 
Standard Oil Co. that as soon as a test rig 
WiLi .ViVailabIc luitlici tests swHild be c.uned 
out.
Mr. West, a young-looking man of 73,
explained he was searching for water when 
he discovered the presence of oil. The 
diviner’s discovery of oil was confirmed by 
Charles Armstrong of East Saanich Road, 
who is also an experienced water diviner.
20 YEARS AGO;
From the May 17,1961, l.ssue of The Review, 
Fish and Game svarden “Skate” Hames 
was called to Prevosi Island after sheep 
lanclicr Hiihcr de Burgh found one of his 
lambs had been killed in a corral, With his 
two luHiiuls Hames trailed a cougar for four 
liours when it was treed by one of his dogs. 
With Itis first shot Hames brought the 
cougar down from the tree,
Authorities believe it is the same animal 
iliat killed many sheep and deer on Salt 
Spring Island for the last si.x weeks and that 
it swain from Beaver Point loPrevost Island 
—• a distance of about one mile.
10 YEARS AGO;
From the May 19,1971, Issue of The Review.
Six Central Saanich girls are in the running 
for Miss Centennial fo Central Saanich; 
They are l.cs Barr, Sharon Bickford, Vicki 
Foerster, Marlene Johnson and Serena 
Woods, l wo princesses will also be selected, 
while the girls ihemsclve.s will choose Miss 
Congeniality.
Max. Temp. (May 10)
WEATHER SUMAAARY
16.3'’C Rain 12.4 mm 
nilMin. Temp. (Moy 4) 2,4°C Snow
Meon 5.7°C Tolol lor Year 342.9 mm
Sunshine 39.0 hrs.
Total for Year 564.5 hrs.
MeonMox.
LONG TERM AVERAGES
16.0°C Record Min. (May 5/65) ■0.5°C
Record Max. (May 7/69) 25.6'C Mean Temp. n.4«c






2151 Lannon Way 
Sunday
9;45a.m. Teaching
11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship
Wed./Thurs
7:30 p.m. Home Study 
Groups










7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Praver
ALL ARE WELCOME.













Rev. David Fuller, Rector
Office: 656-5322 
Res.; 656-7669






9;30a,m, Jr, Church, 
Matiins







11:15 a.m, - Communion
Rov. Ivan Futtor 
652-2812 
011100 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday lo Friday
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road
5:00 p.rn, ’ Saturday 
Mass




10030 Third St,, Sidney
10:30 a,m. Sunday 
Mass






9:45 a,m, .Sunday 
School (or all ngos 
iLOOa.m, Morning 
Wuiship
6:00 p.m, Evening 
Fellowship
7''inpm RlhlnFUidy 
& Prayer Meellng 
Pallor N.B, Harrison 
656-5012 or 656-7359
Attend The Church of 
Yoor Choice This Weekend
, Chapel of Roses
YOUR COMMUNITY 
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Undertaking Society 
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Rev. Ken W. Finstad 
479-6237








10:30 a:m. ' Morning 
. Worship




5550 Hamsterly Rd. 
Sunday Services 
.10 a.m, 11 a.m. and 
. 7 p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting 
7 p.m,
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AFTER MORE than six years 
as ^ businessman in Sidney, 
Chick Goodman, owner of 
Rimpac Divers on 5th Street, is 
turning it in. He’s sold out to 
Douglas Deproy, Terrace, who 
takes over May 31. But he isn’t 
retiring. As well as carrying on 
with his boat charter business. 
Chick, 55, will become president 
of the Professional Association 
of Diving Instructors in Canada.
The world-wide organization 
— it’s in 44 countries — has 
headquarters in California. 
Chick will operate under licence 
in Victoria, providing training 
and other support materials as 
well as advertising, posters and 
diving promotional copy to 
diving instructors. He’ll also be 
issuing diving certificates to the 
4,000 to 5,000 new divers 
emerging in Canada each year.
But before he embarks on his 
new venture. Chick plans to visit 
Edmonton to conduct an in­
structor’s course, take his annual 
cruise in the Virgin Islands, pop 
off to Korea for an army reunion 
and plans to wind up in Halifax 
around late October, he says.
KAREN SMITH, a staffer at 
Holloway’s Sidney Florist thinks 
Mothers Day is a great idea — 
but in practice can be exhausting. 
Orders for flowers doubled for 
Mothers Day this year at 
Holloway’s and Karen stayed up 
, all night preparing bouquets.
The store just couldn’t ac­
commodate the volume so it was 
necessary to rent temporary 
quarters in the Animal Hospital 
on 3rd and Bevan, says Karen.
.WHILE RUMMAGING 
through early Review files for our 
Looking Back column we found 
this gem of an advertisement 
placed by B.C. Tel circa 1931:
“In a recent letter the Van­
couver head of a large business 
concern said that he had talked to 
the secretary-treasurer ' of his 
company in Toronto by long­
distance telephone, and that he 
was pleased to say he could hear
Karen Smith busy with flowers
him ‘as plainly as though I had 
been talking from my own house 
to the office in Vancouver.
“Our conversation was ab­
solutely free from interruptions 
or noise or static of any kind,’ he 
continued, ‘and now that I have
had this good result, there is a 
possibility that 1 might be using 
this quite often in the future.’’’
The ads certainly have changed 
since this early notice — with the 
emphasis today on long distance 
“the next best thing to being
there.”
But even more surprising is the 
change in quality. How often do 
we dial a number — local or long 
distance — and find we either 
can’t hear or the static is so loud 
it. drowns out any attempt to 
talk? Long distance — it’s the 
next best thing to being there. 
Well if that’s “being there”, no 
thanks!
WITH GOOD WEATHER 
just around the corner (we’re 
optomistic) Sidney RCMP are 
preparing for another onslaught 
of summer fishermen in Active 
Pass (aptly named).
This year police have published 
a small brochure warning local 
fishermen of the dangers of the 
Pass. It’s called “Fishing, Ferries 
and Slaying Afloat in Active 
Pass”, and though the front 
cover shows a humorous cartoon 
of a ferry bearing down on 
overzealous fishermen in the 
way, the subject isn’t humourous 
at all — as a glimpse inside 
reveals.
RCMP warn some 65 ferries 
travel through Active Pass each 
day and say difficulties for the 
ferries are greatly increased by 
the number of pleasure craft 
operating in the area.
Police note fishermen are 
entitled to fish the waters of 
Active Pass, but are also 
responsible to keep clear of all 
ferry traffic. A list of rules are 
available and fishermen can be 
fined up to S500 or given a six- 
month jail sentence for 
disobeying them. RCMP also 
warn their boat will be patrolling 
the waters again this summer.
STILL ON BOATING. It 
might be noted there is another 
booklet available at Sidney 
RCMP detachment called 
Canadian Coast Guard Boating 
Handbook. It outlines marine 
distress signals, fitting your boat, 
operating the boat, weather 
information and other handy 
items all boaters should know 




A 25-year-old man 
has been charged with 
criminal negligence 
following a High­
speed car chase early 
yesterday (Tuesday) 
morning on the Pat 
Bay Highway.
Gary Chatten, of
no fixed address, was 
scheduled to appear in 
Victoria provincial 
court yesterday af­
ternoon. Results of 
that appearance were 




Conliinied from Piigc 4
•The 1980 B.C. library standards have 
been circulated to all board members and 
concern has been expressed that only four 
VIR libraries reach even minimum stan­
dards for branch size and shelving. Naturally 
this becomes a priority when new buildings 
arc considered.
•In contrast to all the aforementioned, the 
new libraries in the Fraser Valley regional 
library system have already exceeded the 
1980 standiirds. White Rock and Haney are 
both well over 12,000 sq. ft.
The Friends of the Library arc ap­
preciative of the efforts of both Sidney and 
North Saanich councils to produce a 
saiisfaclory library building that will serve 
tlic gonimunity for many years to come. We 
arc especially appreciative of the 
breakthrough of North Saanich council at its 
May 4 meeting, whereby a further step 
forward was taken when a motion was 
approved to proceed to tender for the
about 1:40 a.m. in 
Victoria on Blanshard 
Street, and Central 
Saanich police chief 
Bob Miles said by the 
time the car reached 
Royal Oak it was 
running on bare rims.
Miles .said the car 
drove in the .south­
bound lane on the Pat 
Bay Highway several 
times and was almost 
involved in a number 
of head-on collisions 
with oncoming 
traffic.
The car was finally 
stopped when the 
driver attempted to 
make a 180-degree 
turn near Mount 
Newton Cross Road 
after police from 
Victoria, Saanich, 
Central Saanich and 
Sidney RCMP boxed 
the car in. 1'hcmotor 






Formerly Oak Bay 
Tyke & Teen Shoes
BRENT SCHLATTER




2385 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney 
656-5822 
2215 Oak Bay Ave. 
595-1144
EXCLUDING CARTONS OF CIGA. 
REHES, TOBACCO AND BUHER
OPEN VICTORIA DAY MAY 18th 12-8 p.m.
SIDNEY
BAKERY
Baking has been our business 
since 1903
DELICIOUS PAKED GOODS 
'FRESH DAILY"
2507 Beacon PHONE:6S6-1012
1 GRADE A BONE-IN
CHUCK STEAK






























1 APPLES^^^^^^^^^^ ...A *15# ORANGES 5
lbs, 5# W; : 1
use’s
present library plans, albeit without a
meeting room. Naturally vve arc disap­
pointed about the elimination of this room, 
but we understand the problems of council,
At this point in time we feel that there is an 
earnest desire among.si mcmber.s of North 
Saanich council to work in harmony with 
Sidney in sharing the costs and respon­
sibilities of n new community library 
building. We worked together with the 
present Peninsula Recreation Centre—--wc 
can do it apidn with the new library premises.
In the %ords of the editor of this 
newspaper let us "work it out and pull 
together’’ to build library premises of which 
we and the children of the iuiiirc can be 
proud.
Nell llorlli'presidenl. 




“Buy a Bowl Ctuu- 
paign”, yo;ung 
Canadians arc coming 
lo the aid of children 
in Lesotho, Southern 
Africa, A grade four 
class in Saskatoon 
raised cnotigh money 
to buy !()() plastic 
eating howls so their 
friends overseas "will 
not have to cat out of 
old tin cans 
anymore.” USC 
hcadquarler,s is 













Duo to Popular Demand 
tho Latch is open 
for Luncheons again 





Italian, Creamy Cuciimtyer. 250 ml
Salad Dressing 69^
SPRITE 750 mL
Soh Drink , riw Distill I
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We reserve the right to limit Quaiiitities. Sales in
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When will we ever learn? II STA<^news I
*65 YEARS AGO TODAY 
(May 4, 1916, order P.C. 1045 — 
Regulation British Columbia Fishery — 
Section 13 A)'
“No person shall fish for commercial 
purposes, in Saanich Arm or Finlayson Arm, 
Vancouver Island, inside a line drawn from 
Hatch Point to Moses Point’ ’
By Jim Gilbert
Saanich Inlet is a unique body of water, a 
quiet, scenic, true fjord, with depths ex­
ceeding 750 feet, and a 600-foot trench 
running some 10 miles up its middle. 
Basically throughout the inlet, only the top 
water moves, while the bottom water is 
stationary. Most of this 300 feet of water in 
the bottom of the trench can be described as 
stagnant, sulphorous black muck, devoid of 
oxygen and any life.
The tpp 300 feet has some degree of 
movement and, at times, due to tides, winds 
or temperature changes, may flush. The tidal 
current flow seldom exceeds two knots. This 
top water is extremely rich in nutrients and 
oxygen and supports a complex interwoven 
relationship of organisms, from small 
plankton forms right up to and including 
some species of the great whales.
Generally speaking in this relationship, the 
“larger” non-backbone and backbone 
animals feed and depend upon the smaller 
simple plant and animals forms.
As I sit here today, writing this article, it is 
the 65th anniversary of Saanich Inlet 
becoming, by law, a non-commercial area 
or recreational reserve. An indivdual, back 
in 1916, wisely recognized the uniqueness of 
the inlet and its potential as a recreational 
marine playground. Protected for ever from 
the ravages of commercial exploitation and 
the obvious destruction of its complex plant 
and animal populations . ■
Some time later, two amendments were 
made, to Section 13A of the Fisheries Act, to 
permit native Indians to dig and sell clams 
and also for “longline” commercial
-1’' 5
■
Metro Transit Bus Services throughout the Capitai Region wilipperate
,URBAN;SERV!CES'' '■
^ SUNDAY, MAY 17,1981 — Regular Holiday Service.
MONDAY, MAY 18,1981—- Holiday Service suppiemented with Special 
'4V early trips to the City Centre for the Parade. Buses operate on detour 
routing until end of Parade.
mm
RICHARDSON; Lv, St. Patrick & Central, 8.20, 9.00 am
:||||^ Leaving times from outer terminals are as follows;
|r'
OAK BAY; Lv. Central & St. Patrick, 8.20, 8,40, 9.00 am 
GONZALES: Lv. Quimper & Crescent, 8.20, 9.00 am 
MX, TOLMIE: Lv. Richmond & Broadmead, 8.20, 9.00 am
giSiii;
Jim Gilbert
. . .learn from Indians, oldtimers
fishermen to catch dogfish from which they 
removed and sold their livers for ultimate 
vitamin A extraction.
By including these amendments to permit 
commercial shellfish and dogfish harvesting, 
a loophole developed in the act, whereby 
commercial fishermen could lawfully exploit 
shellfish stocks in the form of shrimp, 
prawns and crabs in Saanich Inlet.
Not until the spring of 1979 did a C class 
commercial fisherman stumble upon the 
mix-up in the wording of Section 25 (for­
merly Section 13) and its contradicting 
subsection amendments, thus permitting 
virtually uncontrollable shellfish harvesting 
for prawns, shrimps and crabs.
In November, 1979, L.B. Duke, district 
supervisor, department of fisheries and 
oceans (henceforth referred to as D.F.O.) in 
Victoria, placed in the hands of his super­




Sidney Anglers plan 
another salmon derby 
for; members only 
from dawn ; until 3: 
p.m. Sunday. As 
usual, weigh-in will be 
at Tulista Park. There 
will be prizes plus a 
hidden weight. 
Tickets are $5 seniors 
and $2.50 juniors and 
available at Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods and 
Dave’s Chevron.
suggesting changes be made forthwith in 
Section 25, and asking for deletion of the 
amending subsections to not only “plug the 
loophole”, but make the waters of Saanich 
Inlet out of bounds for any commercial 
exploitation.
The main reasons for his doing this, as I 
understand it, is that Duke and his staff in 
Victoria are taxed beyond all reason in their 
ability to enforce, inspect, and patrol 
existing requirements, let alone having to 
patrol, inspect, investigate and do the paper 
work for a new commercial class C fleet 
working in the recreational area of Saanich 
Inlet.
Duke has stated that he feels a longline 
commercial fishery for dogfish results in an 
incidental catch of ling cod and rockfish and 
also “Saanich Inlet cannot support a 
commercial fishery for prawns and shrimp, 
since existing stocks are adequately exploited 
by the recreational fishermen and that stocks 
of prawns and shrimp would be over- 
exploited by commercial fishermen”.
Heavy commercial fishing for prawns in 
Saanich Inlet has occurred since 1979, and, I 
believe, already resulted in over- 
exploitation. More than eight commercial 
“pot” or “trap” boats fished over 1,000 
traps in 1980. Sampling conducted by 
personnel of the shellfish division of the 
biological station at Nanaimo, in August, 
1980, showed that in the waters off Patricia 
Bay the catch per trap averaged nearly 60 
prawns.
One boat.alone, in 11 days prior to July 2, 
1980, took over 1 1/2 tons of prawns from 
the waters of Patricia Bay. By November 
1980, sampling by biological statiofi 
technicians on the same grounds, by the 
same traps, showed drastic reductions in 
populations.
An over-exploited population now 
resulted in one set of only 6 prawns per trap 
average. The area was subsequently closed to 
commercial prawn fishery — the closed gate 
on the corral sees the horse long gone.
As a recreational prawn fisherman is 
Saanich Inlet, I can state that the catch in ‘79 
and ‘80 dropped dramatically and by the fall 
of 1980 was a disaster! The populations, in 
- my opinion had virtally been wiped out— 
not only in Pat, Coles, Indian,,and Mill Bay, 
but virtually all grounds in the inlet.
To this day, I feel the population has not 
. recovered and as you read in this newspaper 
last week, the biological managers of this 
resource and certain personnel of DFQ 
unwisely, in my estimation, opened Saanich 
Inlet on April 27 to commercial harvesting Of 
prawns and shrimp without even fish-testing 
or sampling the stocks or grounds to 
determine that the population was in fact 
still decimated!
Right now, commercial boats are pulling 
and setting hundreds of traps, catching the 
last dregs.of this population.
Five localTndian bands, under the capable
guidance of their elders and leadership of, 
Tsartlip chief Thomas Sampson, have 
recognized the damage already done by this 
fishery and are shocked at the potential 
damage that can come about if it continues.
We watched while Straights of Georgia 
commercial “pit lamp” herring seiners in the 
late ‘50s and early ‘60s, under the supposedly 
watchful eye of biological station personnel 
systematically annihilated, year after year, 
season after season, complete races, stocks 
and populations of adult mature spawning 
herring destined to end up as oil of fish meal.
One of these annihilated stocks of herring 
was our Saanich Inlet stock. It is gone. We 
no longer have a viable spawning population 
of herring. Commercial over-exploitation 
removed this specific race from the inlet.
Saanich Inlet herring went “down the 
tube” as did the west coast sea otter, buffalo 
and passenger pigeon. As one of my old 
Indian friends quietly says “You 
kwilneetums (whiiemen) don’t seem to learn 
ever. You keep making the same mistake 
over and over.”
r
S. FAIRFIELD: Lv, Dallas & Howe, 8.00, 8,30, 9.00,am
LAKE HILL; Lv, Quadra & Beckwith, 8,20, 9.00 am
GORGE; Lv. Admirals & Cowpor, 8.22, 9.02 nm 
BEACON HILL; Lv. Douglas & Toronto, 8.05, 8,30, 9.00 am 
HAULTAIN; Lv. North Dairy & Keats, 8.03, 8.23, 8,43, 9.03 am 
UPLANDS: Lv. Midland & Beach, 8.20, O.OO nm 
iiPI UNIVERSITY: Lv, Student Union Bldg., 8.05, 8.25, 8.45, 9,05 am






CADBORO BAY: Lv. student Union Bldg,, 8,10, 9.10 am
CAREY; Lv. Mann & Wilkinson, 8,19, 839, 909 am
COOK; Lv, Cedar Hill X Rd, & Braotoot, via Maplewood, 8,20, 9.00 am
l.'.uy?.t ?..< Il BURNSIDE: Lv, Hastings & Wilkinson via Holland, 8,10, 9.10 am
ill
TROUBLED BY HIGH 
PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
lv))/! ESQUIMAlT; Lv, Dockyard, 8.00, 8.20,.8,40, 9.00, 9,15 am
fifli COLVILLE: Lv, Admirals & Esquimalt Inbound via Colville Rd,, 8.15, 8,45, 9,15 am 
MUNRO; Lv, Admirals & Esquimalt Inbound via Munro, 8 00, 8,40, 9,00, 9,15 am 
' GORDON HEAD: Lv. Sholboiirne & McKenzie Outbound, 7.60, 8,17, 8,35, 8,47 am 
GORDON IHEAD; Lv, Grandview and Tyndall, 8.00, 8,30, 8.45, 9,00 am 
III DOUGLAS (NORTH): Lv, Royal Oak Southbound, 8.12, 8,42, 0.12 am 
''fi DOUGLAS (SOUTH); Lv, Niagara a Oswego, Northbound, 8.12, 8,42, 0,12 am 
,|i'i1 GOLDSTREAM; Lv. Western Exchange Outbound, Loop at, 7.36, 8,30 am




• Very rtMsoii.iiilt; 
rates lurduwntuwn
• Mostly svitli lull kitchens 
iit no extra cost
• iTccp.irkina
• Ucson.ihlc weekly, inontlily 
fs (.iniilv r.it'rs
Tor ItfiicliHif iiiiil tfsfriiiilioiis inrilf:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL





Have a youngster 
aged five to seven 
years who wants to 
play t-ball? Bonnie 
Braithwaite is starting 
a t-ball league for 
both boys and girls. 










PAT BAY; Lv. 0,c, Ferry Terminal, 0.03 am
On complotion of Parado, additional roltirn trips will leave from 
Douglas & Yafof,
DETOURS DURING THE PARADE;
8 GORGE 




















will ho routed to Blnnaliard St 







will ho roulflri lo rotiular Terminus via Bltinslrard, Durdott and 
Fairllold.
Wt: iiro plouscti tn ul'I'er t»iir tiiiiuiiil siibscriptioit rule of .$10.00 which cmi he




I'ill in anti mail the coupon lo; 
i'lw SidiH'V Id.'vh'W 
P.O, Hox 2070 
.Sitlncv. n,c, VSl, .TS.S
For More Bus Information Call: 
Metro Transit Oporatlng Company 
302-ai61
.ill Capital Roolonal DIalrIcI
,, iW' 't . ■ Urban Trenail Aulhorlty
PleiLM* enter iny stihscriplion for one year. L.J 
I’ieiise enler niy siiliseriplion iind hill me liiler.
(IN.H, Senior Ciilzeiis rote $9,00 per uniiuiii.)
□
t I « f ( t f • • < f * * <Niiine
(Vlniliog Aihlreiifi ........................... ..........................
■ I).i.i.I,/Jp
"Sff riiig lin' .Stih t‘
Our native Indians have rightly recognized 
and recently publicly stated, the importance 
of the marine food chain and the 
relationship between the availablility and 
abundance of this food chain td the 
availability and abundance of all fish in 
Saanich Inlet.
One very important food source for all 
bottom fish, particularly rockfish, ling cod, 
and many pelagic fish, such as salmon, is the 
shrimp and prawn, in both free-swimming 
larval stages and bottom-living adults.
Yellow-eyed rockfish (red snappers), very . 
abundant in the deep waters of Saanich 
Inlet, are always found in association with 
shrimp and prawn populations and in­
variably “spew” some when their stomach 
“pops”.
I have observed adult shrimp and prawns 
in the stomach content of Saanich Inlet 
caught rockfish, ling cod, brill and deep- 
caught chinook and coho salmon.
Immature populations of Saanich Inlet 
coho juveniles (bluebacks) feed afmost 
exclusively from late winter to early spring, 
on repeated successive waves of upwelled » 
masses ofismall shrimp and prawn larvae— 
evident this past winter by their absence for 
the first time I can remember (having been 
born and raised bn Saanich Inlet).
Sampson is basically correct vvhen he 
states “ prawn harvesting will remove a food 
supply for salmon and bottom fish” and he 
and his Indian people’s concern and 
frustration arising out of the whitertian’s 
track-record of over-exploitation of the 
fisheries resource has, resulted in their 
recently taking a stand and seeing that this 
exploitation ceases and that this imortant 
food resource in the form of shrimp and 
prawns does not go the way of the herring!
Victoria federal fisheries officer, Ron 
Kehl’s alleged statements regarding this 
commercial prawn fishery appearing in the 
local press recently, are far from correct.
1 don’t believe he knows what he is talking 
about when he states “there is no 
relationship between harvesting prawns and 
salmon”
In an area such as Saanich Inlet, where 
there are resident populations of salmon that 
spend a year or more of theirdife within this 
system, they rely on prawn larva for food as 
they “overwinter”. If the mature female 
prawns arc harvested there will be no prawn 
larvae and food for the salmon. In my 
estimation this shows an important 
relationship.
Possibly alre.qdy, this relationship has 
been shattered by over-exploitation of prawn 
stocks last summer and that is a reason why 
this past winter has seen the worst 
recreational blucback fishery I can every 
remember.
Kehl goes on to state that bottom fish cat 
only larval stage prawns and not adult 
prawns. This is nonsnesc! Those of us wlio 
sport fish and regularly observe stomach 
contents of fish cauglii in Saanicli Inlet enn 
tell you that bottom fisli cat nil types, .stages, 
sizc.s and sexes of prawn and shrimp.
Lastly, Kehl misinforms us when he says 
that only older prawns arc harvested by 
commercial fishermen. 1 can assure you that 
they catch ail ages and sizes in their traps just 
as seine nets catcli all ages and sizes of 
salmon, and many of us know the mortality 
rate of seine caught and released salmon.
A high mortality rate is evident in smaller 
prsivvns “cliucked” back to the ocean upon 
sorting (many times long after being 
removed from the water).
It is not too late for good management, I 
believe personnel within the DFO could well 
lake llie lime to talk to and lerirn from onr 
native Indians and other old timers who have 
lived on Saanicli Inlet.
It has only been a few short weeks since wc 
■sports lisitermen were subjected lo 
reguIation.s over which wc had to stand up 
and fight. It now appears wc must again take 
aslaudabuut uur liglili* and ic.suuicc.s bcfoic 
the last of Saanich Inlet prawns Inside bottles 
of formnldchyde join stuffed sea otters, 
buUalo, and passenger pigeons in our 
museums! ’
Camping trb to 
Sproat Lake Mty 15, 
limit 10 carrpeis. 
Members $4, noi- 
members $5. Retun 
May 18, all gear to the 
clubhouse hi 
Thursday evening! 
Campers leave the 
clubhouse Friday at 4 
p.m. sharp. Sign-up 
sheet for camping trip 
at the clubhouse or 
phone 656-0134.
In other club news;
•June 8 - executive 
elections, all members 
and participants are 
urged to attend. 
.Anyone wishing to 
run for a position 
should submit name 
to Bambji Hughes or 
Trish Coates. Election 
set for 8 p.m.
•Gym nights at 
Sidney and Deep Cove 
elementary schools 
are finished for this 
year. Softball games 
at Deep Cove 6-8 
p.m. Thursdays.
•Guest speaker at 
the clubhouse May 12 
was Pearl Denny, who 





An exhibition of 
woodcuts by Herbert 
Siebner, RCA, runs 
May 17 - 25 at Market 
Square, and later 
moves to Vancouver, 
Calgary and then 
Germany. —
;Seibner, who has!, 
won awards and! 
medals for his work in ! 
Canada, Germany!
and Italy, has made 
over 30 woodcuts 
since January and 
printed a limited
edition of 100 han- 
dpulled prints.
He was educated at 
the Berlin Academy, 
has taught and lec­
tured and exhibited all 
over the world. The 
56-year-old artist of 
270 Meadow Brook 
Road, Victoria, also 
co-authored 
Inscriptions and wrote 
Muse Book and his 
biography, Herbert 
Siebner: 25 Years in 
B.C.
The history of 
woodcuts dates from 
the 14th century. 
Later, with the in­
vention of the 
Gutenberg Printing 
Prc.ss, woodcuts were 
used to illu.stratc 
written text and this 
practise spread 
lliroughoiit Europe in 
the late 15th and early 
16 century.
It developed in an 
artistic form in this 
century, prior to 
World War I, through 






Caros il you are now in town 
anrj tool kind ol lost; II you've 
juil nridort a new son or 
dsuRhler to your lamily; l( 
Ht has linally askod you to 
become his wile; If you or 
someone m your (amily is 
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Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) clubhouse located at 
2304 Oakville, is an activity 
centre for young people aged 13 - 
18. Most activities are free and 
everyone is welcome. Gym nights 
are 7 - 9 p.m. Wednesdays at 
Sidney elementary, and at Deep 
Cove every Thursday, same time.
Clubhouse hours are Monday 
to Thursday 7 - 9:30 p.m., Friday 
and Saturday 7-11 p.m. and 
Sundays noon to 4 p.m. Please 
join in for a game of pool, 
football, bumper pool, or a 
friendly rap session. Concession 
available, parent enquiries 
welcome. Call 656-0134 days 656- 
7713 nights. All activities 
supervised.
Seniors [aged 60 or over] new 
to Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
Silver Threads centre offers class 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in to 10030 Resthaven or 
call us at 656-5537.
Tennis ‘81 is happening in 
Central Saanich. Afternoon 
lessons for all ages, register now 
at the municipal hall or call 652- 
4444 for details. Cost: six lessons 
for$13.
French story time program for
children aged three to seven years 
is being offered at Brentwood 
library, 7179 West Saanich Road. 
To register for the free program 
call 656-2013.
Peninsula Community Choir, 
formed last year, would welcohie 
additional tenors and basses to 
complete this enthusiastic group. 
Phone 656-6882 or 652-5680.
A Mothers Day Tea will be 
held at St. Paul’s United Church 
at 5th Street and Malaview, 
Sidney, 2-4 p.m. Saturday. 
Admission by collection.
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens meet the first and third 
Thursdays at the Lion’s Hall on 
■ Ea.st Saanich Road at 2 p.m. A 
planned program is offered.
Bluewater Cruising 
Association meets at 7:30 p.m. 
tonight at Panorarna Leisure 
Centre. Slides and movies — 
Around Vancouver Island — by 
DonWatmough.
Lose weight, meet friends at 
Sidney TOPS (Take Off Pounds 
Sensibly). Meetings at 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays. For more in­
formation call Mary at 656-3784 
or Jean at 656-2791.
Discovery Toastmistress Club
lEIR JET STEREO
40 CHANNEL - 2 WAY 
CBRADIOS ........ ONLY
‘L.E.D. CHANNEL READ OUT 
‘ILLUMINATED PWR/S METER 
‘SQUELCH CONTROL 
‘PA/CB SWITCH
SANYO SP710C STEREO SYSTERfl
HI-FI KIT FOR YOUR AUTOMOTIVE 
SOUND SYSTEM
>2 - eVz" DUAL CONICAL SPEAKERS i 




mmm cordless t.v. converter




Reg, 179,95 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NOW
ELBOTROHOMB SPECIALS
AVONDALE (26”) Reg. 929,25 
BARTON (26”) Reg, 1199.95,,, 









ARCHER WEISNER T.V. SERVICES
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays of the month at the 
United Church Hall on East 
Saanich Road at 8 p.m. New 
members are now being accepted.
Saanich Peninsula La Leche 
League monthly meeting will be 
held at 8 p.m. June 4, 10385 
Patricia Place, Sidney. 
Discussion will include en­
couragement and information on 
how to establih a happy nursing 
relationship. For more in­
formation call 658-5753.
The Saanich Pioneer Society 
plans its regular meeting at 7:30 
p.m. May 18 in the Log Cabin, 
Saanichton.
Peninsula Singles Club dance 
and floor show wilLbe held 9 
p.m. to 1 a.m. May 15 at 
McMorran’s Seaview Room. 
5110 Cordova Bay Road. Dress 
informal, members and guests, 
widowed, divorced, separated 
and singles welcome. Tickets 
from Hillside Mall and Harbour 
Square, no tickets at the door. 
For information and reservations 
call 479-7195.
Kiwanis Club of Sidney and
Peninsula plan the 
pancake breakfasts — 
Mayfair parking lot 
Victoria Day Parade;
following 
May 18 - 
prior to 
June 13
and 14 - together with Gordon 
Head Kiwanis for Saanich Birth­
day Celebrations; June 28 - 
Sidney Days festivities at Sanscha 
Hall; July 5 - Strawberry Festival 
at Beaver Lake Park.
The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in ladies clothing and 
accessories
From
Sidney and Janies Itav Square 
656-3522 384-4932
Victoria No. 90 Toastmistress 
Club will meet at 10 a.m. May 20 
at the Princess Mary restaurant. 
Brunch $5.50. Visitors welcome. 
For more information call 388- 
4549.
Sidney and North Saanich 
Garden Club meets at 7:30 p.m. 
May 18 in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. 
Guest speaker is Betty Whitlock, 
her topic — growing vegetables. 
All welcome. Refreshments.
It’s Dads Only Night at an 
open meeting of the Association 
for Children with Learning 
Disabilities 8 p.m. May 19 in 
room 22, Ryan Street annexe, 
Oaklands school. For more 
information call 595-561 1.
$425,







Spring & Summer 
Hours









ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HURN 




The Canadian Red Cross Society
THE BOAHD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES OF 
SCHOOL DISTRICT HO. S3 (SRRHICH)
Capital Expanse 
Proposal Mo. 8-31B
The Board of School Trustees of School District 
No. 63 (Saanich) proposes borrowing money at any 
time or from time to time within two (2) years from 
December 31, 1980, by the issue and sale of 
debentures bearing interest at a rate or rates per 
annum, as may be specified by the British Columbia 
School Districts Capital Financing Authority at the 
time of the borrowing and payable over a period or 
periods not exceeding twenty-five years from the 
date or respective dates thereof, in such principal 
amounts as the Board may from time to time deem 
necessary to raise net sums not exceeding in the 
aggregate $1,125,677.00,.: after payment; of dis­
count, cornmission, brokerage, exchange,: and 
other expenses with respect to such issue'ONsale, 
for acquiring and developing school sites and pur­
chasing, constructing, reconstructing, Jurnishing, 
and equipping buildings for school purposes or use 
in connection therewith and other capital expen­
ditures for school purposes. The following in brief 
and general terms sets out substantially the propos­
ed projects and the amount allocated for each, the 
amount specified as eligible for Provincial grants, 
and the amount specified as not eligible for Provin­
cial grants and for which the school district pays 
the full cost:
To be borrowed 
under this proposal 






New Secondary - North Saanich 
New Elementary - North 
Saanich






B. Buildings and Additions
Portables (7)
Claremont Secondary 













F. Minor Ronovations 
TOTAL ESTIMATES
Not eligible for Provincial grants • NIL
Resolution passed the 13th day ol April, 1981,
Approved by the Minister of Education the 23rd day 
of April, 1981.
Authorised by tho Lieutonant-Govornor in Council 
tho 30th day of April, 1981.
Tho Board ol School Trustees, School District No. 
63 (Saanich) will, at It's next regular Board 
Meeting on May 25lh, 1981 at 8:00 p.m,, at the 
Board Office, Sidney, Q,G., consider for final adop- 






















































































WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES —
WHILE STOCKS LAST.
PilCSS l[fi6CtiVS!! 13t!i to 17tSvy 19Si
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SIDNEY MEkl I^AillCET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN FED, GUARANTEED, CANADA "A"










C.P. Air Skybus only ^117®® one way + tax
Valid Tuesdays only until May 26, 1981 
THEN Tuesdays & Wednesdays, May 27 to June 24
OTHER Skybus Flights to Winnipeg & Montreal
OH
VANCOUVER - TORONTO with wardair
from^23S®® RETURN + tax
Tuesday & Wednesday flights until June 24, 1981 
includes Full Wardair Class Service
VICTORIA - RAWAI! - any island
from Can. ^404®® return + tax Children 2-11 ®303®®
Thirteen gaff- 
rigged sailing vessels 
gathered off Sidney 
waterfront Saturday 
morning to engage in 
the 5th annual Old 
Gaf fer’ s race, 
traversing a course 
from Government 
wharf around Rum 
Island and back.
Winner was Ted 
Knowles sailing his 
20-foot sealboat 
Pelagic, an open craft 
designed by master 
boatbuilder Frank 
Fredette who also
joined in the race 
aboard Surfscoter. 
Fredette, now in his 
80s, told The Review 
that he thoroughly, 
enjoyed the day, 
wishing only that 




Garden in Toadstool, 
Peter Thornton- 
Trump in his schooner 
OPO, Harvey Merritt 
in Hanna and retired 




4 SHIFTS FER WEEK
Well-Groomed, Good Telephone Voice
Intelligent individuals 
may apply in person 
between 2 and 4 p.m.
Tho Fisher Stoves truck is 
at our store and it’s jarn- 
packed with the best wood 
stoves made. Come 
in today during our 
gigantic Truckload 
Sale and you’ll not 
only be cutting your 
heat bill, but you can 
save on tho purchase 
of your new Fisher 
wood stove us well.
Don’t just stand tboro, Find 
outwhy hundreds of thousands 
of people arc already warming
up to their own Fisher 
stoves.D Save up to 50% on 
your heat bills! □ Two 
cooking surfaces, each 
with a different temp- 
erature. □ Virtu­
ally airtight. □ Fire­
brick lined. □ Cast 
iron door. □ Needs 
no fans or fancy 
gadgets. □ Patented 
spin draft controls. 
□ Size and stylo to suit 
your heating needs. □ Eye 
pleasing colors available.
NOW YOU CAN CONVERT 
YOUR OIL HEAT 10 
A nSHER WOOD STOVE 
ANDYOU MAY RECEIVE A
Sidney Fireplace Ltd
Heats approx. 1500 sq. ft. 
Burns logs up to 24” long
1439.
PAPA HEAR
Heats approx. 2000 sq. ft. 
Burns logs up to 30” long
+ UP
GUAMMAITE All
9843-2nri St., Skinev , 
656-3831 656-7737 \
Heats approx. 1500 sq. ft. 




Heats ai)prox. 2000 .sq. ft. 





Heats approx. 1500 sq. ft. 
Burns logs up to 27” long
*670,
Captain George Martin [left] aboard venerable 52-year-old gaff rigger Surf Scoter 
worked hard in attempt to win Saturday's Old Gaffer's race but light winds 
hampered his efforts. Aided by Frank Fredette [right] and David Holt who 
piloted wooden boat through numerous rock infested passes vessel did finish the 
race in time for lunch but well astern of her arch rival, the nimble footed racing 




Central Saanich council gave final reading 
Monday night to a $6,345,766.00 budget, up 
slightly over $1 million from last year’s 
budget of $5,205,781.00.
General tax levy for the municipality is 
only $1,735,626. The balance is taken up by 
hospital, school. Municipal Finance 
Authority, and assessment costs. The general 
purpose tax levy increase for a $100,000 
house is less than 5 per cent but the school 
and hospital taxes have increased, so the 
average household increase is up to about 12 
per cent.
The following are specific increase 
examples, representing a particular property 
in a particular area: a house on Old West 
Road will have a 3.6 per cent increase in its 
general tax; a house on Downey Road will go 
up 7.9 per cent; a strata title townhouse on 
Simpson Road will have no general increase 
and, in fact, will be slightly down; a house 
on Seabrook, up 5.9 per cent; a house in 
Brentwood Heights up less than 1 per cent; a 
commercial property on West Saanich Rd., 
up 16 per cent; and a house on the water­
front, up 7.2 per cent.
The school unill rate jumped from'47T22. 
for 1980, to 55.200 for 1981. The hospital 
mill rate went from 2.580 in 1980, to 3.466 in 
1981, while Municipal Finance Authority 
and assessment mill rates remained the same 
as last year at 1.295 and .020, respectively .
Aid. Trevor Jones, finance committee 
chairman, said earlier, “I personally, am 
extremely happy with this budget”. He said 
council had tried to keep things in line, and 
had taken a ‘‘very large step in 1981 to 
implement zero-based budgeting”.
Jones pointed out a good aspect of the 
budget was a'$50,000.00 reserve fund for 
acquisition of land and buildings specifically 
for recreational and park purposes. He also 
said there was a good roads programme and 
a good parks programme.
In other council news the subdivision and 
zoning committee, passed a resolution to 
adopt the Pioneer Square theme as the 
official theme for Saanichton commercial 
core.
Aid. George McFarlane, presented to 
committee his recommendations for prin­
ciples to be adopted when considering the 
D.F. Hanley Agencies Ltd. replotting 
scheme for the Saanichton commercial core.
McFarlane wants to see all landowners 
state an interest to negotiate before council 
proceeds with any action; the value of 
buildings, and location of present property, 
should be considered in addition to land area 
for evaluation purposes; and council will 
recognize the legitimacy of replotting, 
provided there is unanimous agreement 
amongst property owners.
McFarlane also recommended a study of 
roads and intersections, including bus 
transfer stops and park and ride facilities, 
should b^ completed prior to consideration 
of any replptting schemes.
The parks and recreation committee 
turned down a request from Harry 
Youngson of Tiara Place for financial 
assistance in putting a fence along his 
property where it borders a municipal park. 
He recently moved here from Winnipeg and 
bought property adjacent to the existing 






now a niembcr of the 
Vanconver island Co­
operative Preschool 
Association, oiTcrs a 
play program for 
three and fpiir-ycar- 
okl children. 
Rcgi.siciing now for 
Scplcinbcr. I'or more 
inl'ormaiion call 
Linda Newman ai 




North Saanich’s planning and 
zoning committee Monday 
moved lo clamp down on 
unrestricted growth by limiting 
new homes to just 100 a year and 
.suspending all subdivisions not 
already in hand.
It’s the second time committee 
has propo.sed curbs for the North 
Saanich growth rale.
Aid. Edgar Fathing, who has 
spearheaded the move to restrict 
groNvtli, said the community plan 
calls for a population of about 
10.000 by 1997.
His plan to restrict new homes 
to 100 a year is about four per 
cent growth each year, he said.
Farthing said plans to suspend 
subdivisions arise because there 
are already more than 700 vacant 
lots now on the market which, 
developed at the rate of 100 a 
year, could last the next seven or 
eight years.
However, Farthing stopped 
short of bringing the recom­
mendation to council when he 
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Merchants to make merry
Camosun College first-year nursing student Maureen Lyne 
[right] 7840 Lochside, receives $200 bursary award from 
Melissa Hernblad, Saanich Peninsula Hospital auxiliary 
president. Auxiliary awards bursary every year to deserving 




Brentwood Bay Business Association held 
its last meeting of the year, Monday night at 
Brentwood Inn. Association president 
■ Mickey De Bruin told the meeting small signs 
members have been trying to have erected 
locally, were being drawn up. The signs are 
to direct visitors into the commercial areas of 
Central Saanich: Brentwood Bay Village, 
Saanichton Village and the Saanichton 
Fairgrounds.
The merchants are looking specifically at 
having signs erected at the corner of Keating 
Cross Road, Benvenuto Ave., and West 
Saanich Road.
To mark Saanich municipality’s 75th 
anniversary, Saanichton Fair is adopting the 
anniversary as this year’s theme and the 
BBBA will ask local merchants to decorate 
their stores in the theme of "Old
Fashioned’’, or Country Western. Judging 
of store windows will take place Aug. 31.
In other association news:
•The association is sponsoring a dance 
Sept. 4' at Brentwood Community Hall. ' 
Proceeds will go towards the building fund 
for the library.
“The group is also sponsoring a beard 
growing contest. Registration will begin after 
May 31, and the contest is open to anyone. 
Participants must show up cleanshaven, of 
course, at designated stores to register. There 
will be three categories for judging and 
prizes are offered. Judging will take place 
Sept. 4 at the dance.
•Two new business mernbers were added, 
bringing association membership to a total 
of 56.
•The group has .set up a committee for 
waterfront beautification. The new com­
mittee will work on projects such as a
possible walkway for the waterfront, and a 
clean-up of the waterfront public park at the 
foot of Verdier.
The association’s general meeting will be 
held Sept. 14 at which time it will elect a new 
executive.
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
CHAilBER OF CONHUIERCE
















Fogged by budget figures?
For Sidney residents who would like 
some of the finer details explained, town 
administrator Geoff Logan provides some 
information.
The town’s budget — for municipal 
purposes only — has increased by 18 per 
cent over last year, but Logan is quick to 
point out council has no control over 
some items in the budget.
Like policing, for example, which went 
up 20 per cent, from $250,000 to 
$300,000; social welfare, up by 10.7 per 
cent and the new garbage contract which 
has more than doubled from last year.
“Council had to take the cheapest bid it 
could get on garbage disposal — and we 
did. To that extent, it’s out of our con­
trol,” Logan explained.
Increase this year over 1980’s budget 
for all funds is a net average of 16.5 per 
cent.
Factors in the overall budget over 
which council has no control includes:
® The school budget — increased by 23 
per cent over last year.
- ® Hospital costs, up 45.6 per cent.
* Capital Regional District costs 
hiked by 42 per cent.
If budget 
baffles
How do all these, figures affect tax­
payers?
As an average homeowner, if your 
assessment stayed the same as last year 
you’re looking at a 12 per cent gross 
increase in taxes. However, because the 
homeowner grant has not changed this 
year the net affect when you pay your 
taxes is a 19 per cent increase, Logan says.
So the average homeowner is looking at 
something in the nature of an $118 in­
crease, he says.
But wait.
Due to the assessment on most average 
single family houses being reduced— in 
1980 it was 14.5 per cent of the market 
value, in 1981 it’s 11 per cent of market 
value ( a decision by the province, Logan 
adds) -- the actual increase in taxes is
MAY
EVERYONE IS INVITED TO VIEW KITCHENS OF THE FUTURE
only approximately 50 per cent of what it 
would be otherwise.
That means the gross increase will be 6 
per cent instead of 12 per cent, the net 
increase 9 per cent instead of 19 per cent 
— making a tax increase of approximately 
$60 instead of $118.
Total budget — all funds included — 
for 1980 was $5,528,700. For 1981 the 
total budget is $6,441,200. — a 16.5 per 
cent net increase.
Logan says there’s not much change in 
commercial properties, which have gone 
up from 96.141 to 109.276 mills — 
roughly a 13-mill increase. "With all 
things being equal, that’s approximately a 
$13 increase for every $1,000 worth of 
assessment,” he explains.
Water and sewer rates remain un­
changed.
Some major projects proposed for this 
year include $200,000 of road work and 
$173,000 for storm drains, $120,000 of 
which is for Maryland subdivision.
Sidney will be putting in a new com­
puter system this year and hopefully, 
building a library jointly with North 
Saanich but money for these projects were 
accounted for last year. -
Course
approved
Stelly’s school will 
offer an elective 
course again in 
September for grade 
12 students who are 
interested in practical 
job experience.
The decision to 
approve the course 
was made at Mon­
day’s school board 
meeting following a 
report from the school 
staff on the success of 








9843 - 2iicl Street , 
^arisie Coyrt - StiiiieY
follow-up 
will provide




economics, arts and 
science and fine arts.
V, & s, Jr




— All Melamine finish on cases & doors with 
two exciting styles to choose from.




— Solid Oak & Oak veneer styles to choose 
from
— Steel drawer glides c/w adjustable bearing 
roller system
— Adjustable shelves in all wall cabinets
We Feature
— Custom designing service
— Professienal instailation 
Post form or Corian counter tops 
A wide variety of coiors
9843 ■ M Ave.
design for living
a9' HnniaiTei....
Sklncy lUtclicii Ocsigns IXd.
MARINE COURT Sidney
B COMPACT-PULL-OUT UNIT, 3 
levels, Complete with woldod-on 
slides and S-dimenslonal adjustable 
front panel mountino brackets, 
Suitable for base cabinets or wall 
cabinets. Finish:' Baksols: plastic 
coated wire; extension slides and 
mounting brackets; white laquered.
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Tsehum study ready Friday?
The long-awaited 
provincial en­
vironmental study of 
Tsehum Harbor and 
Canoe Bay should be 
completed by Friday, 
North Saanich council 
learned May 4.
However, the study 
probably won’t be 
made public until the 
end of the month 
because it must first 
go to the environment 
ministry for approval.
Council requested 
the study be un­
dertaken • by the en­
vironment ministry in 
the wake of its 
controversial 
proposed agreement 
with developer Bob 
Wright to develop 25 
acres at Tsehum 
Harbor.
Council said at the 
time it wanted to 
know the proposal’s 
environmental effects
before moving ahead 
with the agreement.
The plan calls for a 
10-acre marina ex­
pansion and about 20 
single family homes, 
along with about a 
dozen acres of 
municipal parkland.
Lawyers for Wright 
and North Saanich are 
in the process of 




Set: Dwell, Timing, 
Garb.
Service Battery & 
Scope Check.
TOUE-yP
LIGHT CARS & TRUCKS
4 cy! ^32 PLUS PARTS
« I -Points &6cyl *38 cond,
5 cyl ^42
Flint Motord Ltd.
1st & Bevan (behind Sidney Super Foods) 
656-0144
Thanks to some 




Sclerosis Society is 
$1,548 richer this 
week.
The students raised 
the funds during their 
five-week “read-a- 
thon” where pledges 
were taken for each 
book read. And the 
result was
phenomenal.
Students read more 
than 1,000 books in 
five weeks and two 
students at Salisbury
elementary read 196 
books between them. 
Erin Patterson topped 
readers with 100 
books read, while 
Anne-Marie Portier 
wasn’t far behind with 
96 books.
Bradley Morrison 
collected the most 
pledges — a total of 
$71.10.
The money will be 
used for research at 
the University of 
B.C., society services 
for multiple sclerosis 
patients and their 
families and a public 
information program.
SISBEBS! sQSffisrasK I
Heed Help Planning that (kuise?,
4 DESTINATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
SmAR CRUISES
~ CARIBBEAN — 7 - 10 - 11 or 14 Days 
■-^MEXICAN'RIVIERA — 7 MO or 1
PANAMA CANAL-14 d
For; Value and Peak Season Rates 
: call; Barb at, ^
] 5th & Beacon • Driftwood Centre
I ATA j nr-f.656*5561
S : ACTA !2




North Saanich fire committee chairman 
Aid. Harold; Parrott says talks are con­
tinuing with Sandown officials over an 
“adequate water supply” for fire protection.
Parrott told council May 4 Sandown 
owner Jim Keeling Sr. wouldn’t agree to a 
request for a new piped water supply, but 
more discussions are scheduled.
Council, the fire committee, and the fire 
chief have all expressed concern about water 
for fire protection for the new Sandown 
facilities. However, Keeling is within 
National Building Code requirements for 
fire protection.
In other council news:
« The advisory planning commission has 
recommended council give consideration to a 
boat ramp and municipality-owned marina 
for Pat Bay.
A location was also suggested but 
disclosed “in camera” and won’t be made- 
public.
Aid. Alan Cornford warned running a 
marina is “no small operation”, and advised 
council look carefully at it. Parrott said he 
would: rather sbe Cail6e' CdVe‘"Mariha ex­
panded, while Aid. Jim Cumming wondered 
if there isn’t a conflict between boating and 
bathing in Pat ^
But Aid. Edgar Farthing said once the 
" location is revealed council vyill see there is 
no possible conflicL : - T -
• Municipal employees are at work 
cleaning up an old quarry of East Saanich 
Road and transforming it into a municipal 
park.
Students are all smiles after receiving 
certificates of appreciation for 
reading more than 25 books in 
McTavish-Sansbury elementary read- 
a-thon. Sansbury school students 
featured: [front, left to right] Helen 
Delacretaz, Sheri Sansbury, Erin 
Patterson, Ga-Ching Kong, Lance 
Webb, and Debra Mott; [back, left to 
right] Darrin Paquette, Anne-Marie
Portier, Joel Gyselinck, Gowa Kong, 
Bradley Morrison and Brent Jackson. 
McTavish students not shown, but 
who read more than 25 books were: 
Jennifer Pendray, Tasha Hickey, 
Leslie Tarig, Mamie Kissinger, Hana 
du Temple, Shelley Smedley, Evan du 




By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
Sanscha Hall will be crawling with so 
many policemen this weekend it’ll make 
Fort Knox look like a dime store — though 
gold won’t be the attraction.
But don’t worry, there will still be plenty 
to see because Central Saanich police and 
Sidney-North Saanich RCMP have planned 
nearly a dozen displays and exhibits as part 
of their annual Police Week, on the penin­
sula. '
There’s a bike safety display, a marine 
section under the direction of Sgt. George 
Lewis, and a Central Saanich police display 
by Sgt. Ross Yiiill. „
Visitors will have a chance to check out 
both police departments’ entries- in the 
Nanaimo bathtub race as well as see fir­
sthand a brethalizer miit; ; ; w ^ -
Two real crowd pleasers should be the 
Friends of Man, a film detailing the history 
of the RCMP Musical Ride, and a gun 
control booth with will include target 
practice."'T''?.- 
Friends of Man is a behind-the-scenes look 
at how both men and horses are selected for 
the famous Musical Ride. And its showing is 
timely, with the recent announcement the
Musical Ride will be coming to Saanichton 
Fairgrounds June 2 and 3.
‘ Sgt. Bob Hobson will man the gun control 
booth, which will outline municipal, 
provincial and federal laws regarding 
weapons. A moving target and air pistol will 
also be on hand.
RCMP auxiliary police will man the local 
RCMP booth showing the history of the 
force, including RCMP regalia and a 
training film.
Const. Jack Hill of Central Saanich and 
RCMP’s Const. George Braithwaite will 
share duties at the crime prevention booth, 
while RCMP Cpl. Lou Penny of Victoria 
subdivision will handle the recruiting display 
booth.
As well, elementary schools in Sidney and 
Central Saanich have been working on a 
model car contest sponsored by both police 
departments: and entries Ivill be on display. :J
Finally, four police units — including two 
radar cars — as well as,a police motorcycle 
and the BATvan will; be on display. 
However, the BATvan will be closed to the- 
public'J-’". ■■■■;,..
The display runs both Saturday -and 
Sunday from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m., admission is 
free, and the concession will be open 
throughout.
IIVSPORTANT NOTICE TO TENANTS
m
RENTING?
If you live in an apartment building in British Columbia, you shpuld soon 
be receiving the Guide to Landlord-Tenant Relations under the 
Residential Tenancy Act.
This pamphlet is an easy-to-road summary of the Act, and informs 
landlords and tenants of their rights and obligations. Road it carefully and 
keep it for future reference. The guide Is designed to help avoid disputes 
between landlords and tenants and to enable you to resolve many 
problems on your own.
The pamphlet thoroughly explains RENT CONTROL and RENT 
REVIEW. Under RENT CONTROL tho 10% rent increase limit still 
applies to most one bedroom units renting for not more than $300 per 
month, two bedrooms rentingfor not more than $350 per month, and 
three or more bedrooms renting for not more than $400 per month.
For most tenants living in units not subject to rent control, RENT 
REVIEW applies: tenants may appeal what they believe to be an 
excessive rent increase when the now rent is greater than tho average 
rent for comparable units in the area.
THERE ARE NO PLANS TO DISMANTLE OR REMOVE RENT 
CONTROLS OR RENT REVIEW.
If you do not receive tho now guide to tho legislation, a copy moy bo 
Obtained at no cost by writing or calling tho Office of tho Rontalaman.








Ths Canadian Rod Cross Society
Jill to be crowned
Parkland secondary school’s 18-year-old 
Jill Krop will be officially crowned Greater 
Victoria May Queen 9 p.m. Sunday in a 
special Victoria Days ceremony on the keps 
of the legislature.
Krop, a grade 12 student, is the fourth 
Parkland girl in a row lo win the May Queen
Dsitck Mapirae Skop Md. 
OPENING
4^ ni 4 Bi Ii’ '
INSTALLATION FREE OF CHARGE
(SAVE APPROX. $600.00)
With the Purchase of Any 
BMW STERNDRIVE ENGINE 
or



















title. The daughter of Gene and Pam Krop, 
8650 Aldous Terrace, Jill was selected ovqr 
girls from seven other Greater Victoria high 
schools.
Following her coronation Sunday evening, 
Jill’s first official duty will be to ride on the 
Victoria float in the Victoria Day parade. 
She will be flanked by first runner-up Kelly 
Morgan of Esquimalt school and second 
runner-up Marion Scott of Stelly’s scltool.
Krop will represent Victoria in out-of- 
town parades, such as the Seattle Torchlight 
Parade, the PNE Parade in Vancouver and 
the Port Angeles Derby Days Parade. She 
will also attend live local ptirades, including 
Sidney’s own Sidney Days Parade over the 
.Inly 1 long sveckend.
Krop told Tlte Review the only problem 
she encountered in the May Queen selection 
was her own nervousness atid that was 
because she was feeling the pressure of the 
Parkland tradition.
“1 was so nervous. It was really tough 
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Province of Brltlch Columbfa
Ministry of Consurnor and Corpornto Affairs 
Potor s. Hyndman, Ministor
DEALERS FOR:
Marine Supplies & Accessories.
Repairs on all Makes, Inboards, Outboards &’ Sterndrives.
3 MONTH WARRENyV ON LllltOUR 0 FARTS
2451 BEACON AVE. 656-4412
A SUPERBLY SITUATED 
WATERFRONT RESIDENCE
This OLiisInndlng Ardmore home Is sot In a 
bcautllully landscaped property (.80 acre) 
designed lor easy maintenance, There Is easy 
access to a gnod beach with a boathouse, The 
Tudor Stylo homo ol aboul 2,000 sq. ft, is 
dosignttd as a retirement homo with potential (or 
expansion. Inline living/dinlng room': well plan­
ned kitchen with appliances; library with built-in 
book shelves; largo master bedroom will) en- 
suite bathroom and sun porch; second bedroom 
or study with 2-pcehaibroom; two car attached 
gar.igi’ with slomgc; part basement with 
workshop. There Is also a charming sell* 
contained guest cottage. This boautlluHy fitted 
rind carelully maintained residence was built in 
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Pioneer dies
Peninsula pioneer 
and active community 
member Dorothy 
Jessie Thomas, 88, 
passed away May 8 in 
Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital. Born in 
Vredavort, South 
Africa, Mrs. Thomas 
was well-known 
locally as th'e former 
owner of the Sidney 
Bakery and, later, 
Sidney Dry Goods.
A resident of 
Sidney since 1920, 
Mrs. Thomas was 
predeceased by her 
husband Owen in 
1960. She leaves her 
daughters and sons- 
in-law, Betty and 
Earle Downey, Joan 
and Ben Ethier, and 
Brenda and John 
Reimer; as well as 11 
grandchildren, 10 
greatgrandchildren 
and one great-great 
granddaughter.
Mrs. Thomas 
moved with her 
husband to a farm in 
North Saanich near 
the present airport 
some 61 years ago. 
The Thomas’ resided 
on the farm for nine 
years before moving 
to Vancouver for five 
years.
They returned to 
Sidney and purchased 
the Sidney Bakery 
which they operated 
for 10 years. The 
family bought Sidney 
Dry Goods from J.J. 
Simister (where 
Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods is now) and ran 
that for another 20 
years until son-in-law 
and daughter Earle 
and Betty Downey 
took over in 1964.
A memorial service 




.Silver Threads centre at 10030 Resthaven 
Drive, Sidney, is open 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
weekdays, 7 - 9 p.m. evenings, 1-4 p.m. 
Saturdays and Sundays. Lunches, teas, 
coffees, cards, library, billiards, wide variety 
craft classes, recreational activities, 
languages, trips, etc.
If you’re 60 or better Silver Threads would 
like to hear from you. Call 656-5537. 
Coming events: Friday - spring bazaar; May 
19 — trip to Courtenay and Comox.






is available for Business or Residential Calls 
Call 656"471'2 for Details
The Buzz from Stelly's
By SHAUNNE O’BRIEN
Russel Ovans, a grade 10 student, 
entered the annual competition for the 
IBM trophy held two weeks ago. Students 
from various school districts pitted their 
typing skills against one another, and 
Ovans, the only student entered from the 
Saanich district, won the beginner’s 
electric class with a typing speed of 65 
words per minute.
• Yvette Fife, grade 9, showed the 
benefits of good, hard practice when she 
participated May 13 in the popular 
Vancouver Marathon. After training 
since September, she ran extremely well, 
clocking a finishing time of 4 hours, 3 
minutes.
® Marion Scott, Stelly’s May Queen
competitor, won the title of second 
princess from among eight others. The 
ceremony took place at Saanich municipal 
hall. Scott will take part in the Victoria 
Day Parade along with May Queen Jill 
Krop from Parkland.
Congratulations Russel, Yvette and 
Marion!
® Results of the school’s accreditation 
arrived last week. The accreditors’ 
reports, written and orally presented, 
showed they were pleased with how well 
everything is going at Stelly’s Student- 
teacher relations and the student 
government particularly impressed them. 
They recommended full accrediatation 
for the school, and also gave a few 
suggestions as to improving the school.
mhU FEilMH
• 'TTln > .rS annual spring
KjliVei’ 1 firCflCiS bazaar by Sidney Resthaven D
Silver Threads will be Admission free,
ISazaai’ 1.3 Friday $1, door prizes.
at the centre, 10030 
Resthaven Drive.
tea
YOUll CROWN LIFE TEAM ON THE 
SAANICH PENINSULA 




Residents of the 
Peninsula
(^Active in Community 
Affairs








« Accident/Sickness Insurance 
® Personal Insurance Planning o Employment Benefit Plans
• Mortgage Insurance « Annuities
• Business Insurance • R.R.S.P./D.P.S.P.




Now you can get the power 
to make financial transactions 
24 hours a day, every day including 
holidays, and you don't have to wait in line.
You can do your money transactions day or night 
whenever it's convenient for you!
® withdraw cash • transfer between accounts
• make deposits ® make account balance
® make loan payments inquiries
Come in today and get 24 hour teller power.
sMnkli pmlmiita . 
sowings credit cmim
Sidney's only 24 hour AutomatedTeller











Let Mrv Bniidail 
Help ¥©y
With Your Building Supply Needs!!!
Whothor you’re thinking of: REPAIRING, REPLACING OR 
MAINrAININQ COMPONENTS OF YOUR HOME WE HAVE 
WHAT IT TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.
Courteous salespeople with the knowledge to help you with your project. 
Supplying quality merchandise to Victoria and the peninsula for over 50 years. 
VISIT BUTLER BROTHERS BUILDALL TODAY 
THE SUPERMARKET OP BUILDING MATERIALS.








Mondiy lo Fridiy 
7i30 i.m, lo 6:30 |l.m. 
Salurdty






FOR YOUR NEW HOME OR ADD ON TO YOUR EXISTING 
OIL OR ELECTRIC FURNACE SYSTEM
Let's face it, the cost of energy is continually increasing. Look at this typical 




SYSTEM: OIL RESISTANCE HEAT PUMP
1981 $ 585 $ 562 $223
1082 $ 663 $ 607 $240
1983 $ 780 $ 655 $280
1984 $ 916 $ .708 $260
1985 $1077 $ 765 $303
1986 $1265 $ 826 $327
1087 $1487 $ 892 $353
1988 $1747 $ 963 $302
1989 $2053 $1040 $412
1090 $2412 $1124 $445
OUTDOOR
UNIT
Tne above Is based on an 8% annual cost increase for electric energy and 17,5% (or oil, 
Total heat loss 44,370 BTUH. For this examplo.
GIVE US A CALL: FIND OUT HOW much you CAN save.
Free Survey & ostimatos 385-4453
EHCO Mechanical Ltd
WGathortron*’*' 
Hoot Pump by GE




































CORNER OF KEATINfi X RD. & KIRKPATRICK CRES.








mrl ■ ■ •'Ywir Cwnmunity Mnded iiwipany"
6777 KIRKPATRICK CRESC.
in Keating Industrial Park
652-3908
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enjoyed last year — its a long, white radish, 
(very tasty). I’ll put in another lot in a couple 
of weeks to keep up a steady supply.
This afternoon 1 hope to get the ne.xt batch 
of Broad beans in and then tackle the roses. 
In spite of everything there appear loopers 
attacking the new foliage. I’ll sprinkle some 
Systemic Rose and Flower Care around the 
roses and when it stops raining (soon — 
SOON!) spray them with Safer’s Soap.
I’d wait another week or so to put in beets, 
and beans and corn — they do like it warmer 
than this. If you have some way to keep your 
tomatoes and peppers warm at night, you 
might be willing to take a chance and put 
them in, but it’s still risky. If it gets cold 
enough to make you fear frost, and you have 
nothing else, just cover them with a fold of 
newspaper held down with a couple of rocks.
Time to put in your main crop of potatoes. 
Now. We have so little space that I am going 
to use old tires, stacking them one atop the 
other as the potatoes grow, filling in the tires 
with soil as they are piled.
Helen Chestnut’s colum says you could 
expect almost 50 pounds of potatoes from a 
barrel and with potatoes such a price it’s a 
case of using the barrel (or tire method) or 








Home again, and glad to get in out of the 
never-ending rain. I’ve been canvassing for 
the cancer campaign — late, as usual — 
there is always so much to do. Its a job I am 
not passionate about (canvassing, I mean), 
but I must admit I loved the gardens on my 
route, most of them filled with a merry 
assohment of spring blossom. Even saw two 
chiosya ternata (Mexican orange blossom —
1 was just showing off!) on either side of one 
doorway. The scent is almost dizzying, 
lovelier by far than Channel No. 5, and a 
delightful way to welcome anyone to your 
door!
I did an article some time ago on plants 
that are fragrant, but perhaps a reminder 
wouldn’t offend anyone?
Right now the daphnes are in bloom, both 
the bushy daphne neorum, and the evergreen 
shrubby daphne retusa, and they have a 
heady perfume. Soon there will be lilacs, 
lavenders and various viburnums, a little 
later come the honey-suckles and the 
: summer jasmine. There are lots of annuals 
that are fragrant, things like night flowering 
nicotiana, stocks, and most of the double 
, petunias, even some of the singles.
Many of the flowering trees are pleasantly 
perfumed, and some of the roses smell 
wonderful as well as look gorgeous.
Some of the most reasonably priced, and 
hardiest of plants, are the various brooms, 
and their friends the genistas, and many of 
theni smell very nice. Buddleias, and abelias 
are fragrant, and even a few rhododendrons 
smell “purtyf’,.so if is a fragrant garden you 
/\ are after there is a start for you.
Now back to the vegetable garden.
Yesturday we made a\real effort to get at 
least some of the rriain crop of vegetables 
' planted; We seeded chard, which will go on 
r and on;. punching pnionsj carrots, turnips, ; 
V and twowarieties of peas. At the back we put 
s White latter variety we tried, and














SIMPLEI Pantyhose is the LARGEST SELLING fashion 






2476 mount Newton X Rd. 
Patricia Bay Hwy. (Hwy. 17)
J95
INTERNATIONAL LINGERIE SALES are now
appointing business-oriented MEN and WOMEN 
throughout Canada as distributors in our marketing program 
of health and beauty aids.
TWO great sources of REVENUE
AUTOMATIC MERCHANDISING - TOTAL 
MARKETING
YOU PROVIDE ambition, determination, motivation and a 
minimum investment of $2,500.00. totally secured by 
inventory.
WE PROVIDE Automatic Merchandisers, selected location, 
total marketing concept, accounting, displays, inventory, 
inflation fighter program and a solid FUTURE with an 
EXECUTIVE INCOME.
CALL I.L.S. INTERNATIONAL LINGERIE SALES INC 
TOLL FREE: 1-800-361 1740 
Ask for Peter Trent
Literature and brochures mailed upon request.
From — I.L.S. International Lingerie Sales Inc.
8087 Trans-Canada Highway, St-Laurent H4S 1S4 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
































Sturdy garbage can for indoor or 
outdoor use. 17 gal. Olive color.
Polished aluminum frame with 






® Moto bike type fork 
® Hi-rise handlebars





mon.-Thuni. 8-5 p.m: Fri. 8-6 p.m. Closed Sat 8 Sun.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411
M'n.u N ia:iit.ii:ii'a;M'lL-W
“GOT STOOD-UP AT THE CHURCH! GOT ANY 
BLOODHOUNDSr
(Pet Shop
BIRDS “■ AQUARIUMS SMALL ANIMALS 
IHOI'IQAL MSN - RLI SUH'LlbS
Hours: Mon. • Thurs, 10 - B 
Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-5:30
656-3314
Doacon PlaTO, 2337 Deacon Avonuo, Sidney
rpRICE CUT!
SAVE .04 FT. SAVE 2.40 1 SAVES3.50 ]|







^ mJm OUR REG.m 12.46
ftC|97coii 1
1LSi3F OUR REG. y 93.56 1
Vi" nylon reinforced hose. 
General purpose, 25 ft.
Will not rot or mildew. W j 
rope, 1 Clear utility tarp, Laminated one side, 9'x9'. 75 PSI, eSA approved. 1 inch. 1 300 ft. coils. 1
SAVE 63.00 SAVE 6.70 SAVE 5.00 SUPER BUY!
PLASTIC PIPE HYDRAULIC JACK AIRPOT COLEMAN JUG
OUR REGmommm 159.92
1C67





75 PSI, eSA approved, 1V<'' 
pipe, 300 ft, colls.
3 position, jack has 3 ton 
capacity,
Ideal for camping or picnics, 
1.9 litre, '
Poly lito 4 litre (141 oz.) with 
spout,
BARGAIN! LLOYDS C.E. BUY NOW!
LUGGAGE SET CLOCK RADIO 2QT. KETTLE
JIB jA.
MEN’S WORK SOCKS
29®^ -1997 3 for 3^^
Vinyl 24" pullrnan w/wheels, 
22" carrvun and tote,
AM/FM, LED digital, Wake 
lo music alarm every day!
Single element, low profile 
dome. Attractive chrome.
Asst, knits, yarns and weights. 
Subs,
SAVE 5.00 PRICE CUT! GREAT BUY! SAVE.50
COMFORTER COMFY PILLOW BATH TOWELS GOLF BALLS
1097





Double size, approx. 70x02", 
Aborted colorr,.
100% polyester (ill, approx,
18x26",
Assorted colors. Approx. 
22x42", Subs.
Solid centre golf balls, 
Stock up todnyl






^ dl CANADIANA 
1 LAWNMOWERS
MACLEODS ARE GIVING AWAY
SMulli-Modo Druto mowors w/sirie rllachnrgo, grasG cntchor inci,
Sruio II mowers that mulch, 
fnnIuroH Iniflinfj handles
Drop Into your noarost Macleods 
store (or complolo details,
Contoot closoa; Sat. May 30, 1081, 




..I) Il iBiHuinoAntifi ouoo
mA 2488 BEACON AVE., Sidney
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There’s a big new plus, for 
both patron and operator, at 
Sandown Raceway this summer 
— Sunday racing.
Il seems that more than half of 
the cards — 40 out of 71 — can 
be run off in prime afternoon 
time, a more-fans more-comfort 
factor which should have quite an 
effect.
Some idea of just how much 
should be given from what 
happens on the first three days of 
the meeting. The Saturday 
opener is followed by Sandown’s 
first Sunday presentation and a
Monday holiday card. All are 
afternoon events starting at 1:30 
p.m. and good weather should 
mean a record weekend.
There will be afternoon racing 
on every Saturday and Sunday 
and the four holidays — Mon­
day, May 18; Wednesday, July 1; 
Monday, Aug. 3 and Monday, 
Sept. 7 — between May 16 and 
Sept. 13. Evening cards, starting 
at 5:30, are scheduled for every 
Thursday and Tuesday except 
May 19, June 30, Aug. 4 and 
Sept. 8.
General admission is $1 and 
there is no parking charge.
$lm in vestment 
brings patrons 
luxury, comfort
1? ^ ,i \
> "* ^ .. Z-is----------------------------------- - ---------d
Sandown secretary Julie Wallace makes friends with one of stars of show at racetrack.
Because three summer-long 
meets indicated that harness- 
racing could be successful' 
there, Sandown horse-players 
are about to enjoy unac­
customed luxury. After many 
years of accepting atmosphere 
as a substitute they will now be 
able to watch in comfort from 
a smart new grandstand 
complete with clubhouse and 
beverage room.
Not only is it the first new 
facility of its kind in this area 
for more than 30 years, it’s 
also the most-expensive 
private enterprise sports 
construction in Vancouver 
Island history. All the bills 
won’t be in until the finishing 
; touches!, have been made^ but 
it’s an inve.stment of more 
than a million dollars in the 
future of horse-racing in these 
parts.
The steel and concrete 
structure will have theatre-type 
seating for 1,200 fans, in­
cluding about 160 in the box- 
seat section, and the beverage 
room and clubhouse will both 
accomodate another 225.
The clubhouse on the upper 
level will offer the same 
smorgasbord service so 
popular at Gloverdale 
Raceway and clubhouse and 
beyerage-room patrons will be 
able to watch race action on 
closed-circuit television.
There will also be new and 
better concessions stands, and 
it will be easier and more 
comfortable to bet and cash. 
But not everything { has 
changed; The Old Oak Tree; 
still stands and { the '
' remains.
It’s; still Sandowh-ByAThe- 
Sea, and alrs wel 1.
From nothing to $50 million in 
five years.
That’s the amazing story of the 
return of harness-racing to 
British Columbia.
, It had never been a truly big 
item on the B.C. entertainment 
scene and appeared to be all but 
extinct when Ontario-veteran Jim 
Keeling, and associates from the 
Orangeville Raceway, entered 
into an agreement to conduct 
standardbred racing at 
Cloverdalc.
By Jim Tang
They were quite aware that 
they would be setting up shop in a 
market arca vvith great potential, 
but not in their most sanguine 
moment could they have an­
ticipated the immediacy and 
extent of their success.
And it happened although 
Cloverdalc Raceway dates, so as 
not to conflict with the en­
trenched thoroughbred racing, 
are between October and April — 
the rainy season in south-western 
B.C.
Cloverdalc Raceway opened its 
first meet on Jan, 1, 1976, and 
support in the early days was its
tentative as could have been 
expected.
But it grew, and grew and 
grew. The B.C. standardbred 
mtilucl handle in 1980, including 
close to $8 million from Van­
couver Island’s Sandown Park, 
was an impressive $49,974,278.
If the Cloverdalc start was a bit 
shaky, it didn’t slay that way for 
long. The second 1976 meet 
opened on Oct. 15 and soon 
proved that harness-racing had 
caught on in the Lower Mainland 
area. The daily 1976 average was 
boosted to an encouraging 
$148,496.
Standardbred racing in B.C. 
was on its way. A milestone was 
reached on I'ch. 26, 1977, when 
Cloverdalc had its first $250,000 
day at the mutuels, and the daily 
average for Cloverdalc’s second 
year wound up at $203,058 — it, 
^tn’ctacalar lHif>st of 37 per ceitl,
That kind of support brought 
an ailditioniil Cloverdalc in­
vestment (»f several million 
tlollitrs, itnd the iiiove lo boost 
B.C, siandatdbred breeding with 
a summerdong racing in their 
ow n province.
New barns and a now
clubhouse, belter mutuel 
facilities and a remodelling of the 
grandstand and improvement of 
the racing surface turned 
Cloverdalc Raceway into a 
thoroughly modern racing plant.
Results justified the move. The 
daily mutuel average in 1978 
jumped to $248,070, it moved up 
to $299,060 in 1979 and to 
$353,700 in 1980. In five years 
the Cloverdalc yearly total rose 
by 156 per cent, from 
$16,483,073 to $42,124,403, and 
the daily average ro.sc by 138 per 
cent.
The story at Sandowm is 
strikingly similar. There was 
some disappointment, perhaps 
because Cloverdalc success 
brought a bit too much op­
timism, when the 57 Sandowm 
days in 1978 averaged ony 
$80,706. But a breakdown 
showing that wagering had in­
creased from the $64,177 of the 
first two weeks to $93,676 daily 
for thc'finnl two weeks took the 
edge off the disappointment.
Best of all, it was a trend. The 
second yetir brought an increase 
of almost 22 per cem, fo a 
$98,306 daily itverage, and 1980
was
brought Sandown its first 
$200,000 standardbred day and a 
daily average of $120,767.
In three years, the Sandown 
daily average has increased by 
49.6 per cent and the meet total 
by almost 71 percent.
As at Cloverdalc, the en­
couragement brought improved 
facilities —- a new grandstand 
complete with clubhouse and 
beverage rooms costing in excess 
of $1 million.
Sandown this year will also 
have Sunday racing and a 
meeting extended to 71 days — 
between May 16 and September 
13 — and figures to coniribuie 
significantly to a year which 
could bring B.C. standardbred 
racing its biggest yet gttin.
With the daily itverage al 
Cloverdalc for the first, iind 
longer, of its two 1981 meetings 
at close to $420,000, the,B.C. 
standardbred mutuel total for the 
year could retieh $60 million. 
With about 37 per cent of the 
racing days at Sandown, where 
the daily average will be less than 
a third of that at Cloverdalc, a 20 




Eamous old oak tree at Sandown
Nobody could possibly mistake 
him for Monty Woolley, but like 
the man who came to dinner, Jim 
Keeling stayed. And a bit more 
than six years and a bit more than 
$6 million later, he has lirouglu 
major .status to harness-racing in 
British Columbia -- so major 
that the 1981 mutuel handle 
sltould total $69 million.
It’s more than quite a story 
because the , fellow most 
responsible for it was "about 70" 
when the first chapter unfolded 
and is quite a story iit himscll.
Keeling didn’t think there was 
much to add to his when the 197*1 
melt came in Gniaiiu, I he Owen 
Sound veteran had been 
collecting his old-age insurance 
for some time, and with a 
prosperous Ford dealership and a
partncrsliip in Ortingcville 
Raceway, there was no need for 
other involvement ami no 
thoughts that but he would end 
his diiys in his home province. 
British C’olumbiit, certainly, wtts 
no more than a holiday 
possibility.
Nor did that change w'lten an 
old friend, Sid Btiut, then with 
the federal ilepariment of 
agriculture, asked him as a favor 
if he would go to B.C. to give the 
Fraser Valley fair board, which 
was iioping to establish a htirncss- 
racing facility at Cloverdalc, 
.some information and advice.
1 he tiip Aas made in May, 
1974, and a lew months later 
Keeling had a JO-yenr lease on the 
fairgrounds and Cloverdalc 
Raceway was born,
"I had no intention of staying 
when I came out," Keeling says 
aboul his visit to Surrey, "but I 
liked what I saw. And I thought 
there was a lot of potential."
There was, but there was much 
to do, and much money had to he 
spent before it coultl be tapped. 
There were no btirns and the 
wooden grandstand needed 
major tcnovaiion and repairing. 
Work began as soon as tlte lease 
wtts signed, in January, 1975, and 
Cloverdale Raceway opened for 
business on Jan, 1, 1976,
When business turned out lobe 
were more im-
, ."T® S'-
Jim Heeling . . .still trail blazing
ni
piuvcittcuis to biing the 
Cloverdale investment to aboul 
$5 million and Keeling moved to 
provide yeai'tound action in 
their own province for B.C,
sitmdardbred owners by Teasing 
Sandown I^ark for summer-long 
racing.
It’s (|uiie a fulfillment for a 
fellow who has been making his 
own way for more than 60 years 
and who was more than 50 years 
old when lie began what was to 
become his biggest involvemeni 
and, it seetns, his greatest suc­
cess', '
Jim Keeling was driving when 
he was 12 years old, but the 
horses he reined were used for 
tluairy and busli woik and 40 
years were to elapse before he got 
into standardbred racing.
By ilicii ihcic was a lailitily bf 
three boys and two girls, there 
had been success as a car dealer 
and a special thrill and ac* 
ConllniH'd im Fngc 16
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SMNDOWN 
on your new facilities.
• NEW LICENCES AVAILABLE HERE
(Dockside Coffee Shop)
BISEMTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS
(Bottom of Verdier, beside feny Dock)
Phone 6524014
New steel and concrete stand at Sandown has theatre-type seating for 1,200 including 160 in box-seat section. Patrons in 





Some 60 members 
of the Ardmore Golf 
Club’s ladies’ division 
attended the annual 
welcome to new 
members coffee party 
May 5. Captain Joyce 
Marshall gave the 
welcome address 
while Evelyn Gwynne 
and Isabel Valentine 




and her committee 
were in charge of the 
lunch. A nine-hole,
■ two-ball foursome 
was played with Rose 
Creak and Grace 
Guthbert capturing 
the low gross title.
Vera Doutaz and 
Edna Jolly took the 
low net honors, while 
Rose Creak hit the 
longest drive. Drive 
nearest the cup was by 






is proud of their new Facilities, Grands­
tand, Clubhouse & Beverage Room, and 
wishes to extend a “THANK YOU” to all 
those who assisted & made it possible.
opens SAT., MAY 16th
•EVENING RACES EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY 
at 5:30 P.M.
•AFTERNOON RACES EVERY SATURDAY & 
SUNDAY
•RACING ON THE FOUR HOLIDAYS 
-MONDAY, MAY IBtli 
-WEDNESDAY, JULY 1st 









WE WERE PLEASED 
TO HAVE SUPPLIED THE 
LUMBER FOR YOUR 
RENOVATIONS.
SS Home Lumber & 
Building Supplies
EVERYTHING FOR 
THE HOME BUILDER 
BEFORE YOU BUY 
CHECK OUR PRICES
470 ARDERSIER 385-8711
Jim wa8 man ‘ 
who came to dinner
Continued from Page 15 
complishment in the bringing of 
an Allan Cup hockey cham­
pionship to his home town, in 
1951, as owner of the Owen 
Sound Mercurys.
The new career began in 1957 
when he became co-owner of a 
pacer which was campaigned at 
Blue Bonnets, Greenwood and 
Batavia. Four more stan- 
dardbreds were purchased in 
1958, and soon there were 50 and 
a breeding establishment named 
Dominion Motors Stables.
Colts given names which in­
cluded Dominion and fillies were 
given names with included 
Comet, and there was hardly a 
harness racing fan in Canada 
who hasn’t seen a Dominion or 
Comet in action.
From breeder to track operator 
was the next step, and it was 
taken in 1969 when Keeling, 
Keith Waples, five-time 
Canadian driving champion and 
winner oCthe Little Brown Jug, 
and Doug Gillespie, who played 
for Keeling’s Allan Cup 
champions, formed a part­
nership, obtained a 40-ycar lease 
on the Orangeville Fairgrounds 
and opened Orangeville 
Raceway.
That for practically everyone 
wlio had reached retirement age
would have been the capper. But 
five years later along came Pratt, 
and like an old fire horse. Keeling 
took off again when he heard the 
bell of opportunity.
Since then, as an after-70 
accomplishment, Cloverdale has 
become a modern racing plant 
with a daily mutuel average of 
more than $400,000, he has won 
the prestigious Mooney Award 
for outstanding contribution to 
Canadian horse-racing, and 
standardbred at Sandown, where 
he has spent the winter super­
vising the construction of a $1.2 
million grandstand and 
clubhouse.
And he’ll be there Sunday 
when a bit of B.C. racing history 
is made with the first of regular 
Sunday cards.
What next? Well, there is 
enough finishing up to do at 
Sandown to keep him busy this 
.summer. But it could be a boring 
winter. Jim, Jr., an Owen Sound 
lawyer before he was needed in 
the west, is the general-manager 
at Cloverdale and being in charge 
at Sandown may not be enough 
for Pop.
“I’m a builder,’’ he says, “and 
1 guess I tend lo get itchy feet,”
He’ll probably listen if there is 
someone who knows about a new 
trail. After all, he isn’t 80 yet.
Ready for a Great 
Meal after die Races?
call
LAM'S RESTAURANT
7855 East Saanich Rd. 
SAANICHTON PLAZA
Chinese & Western Food 
Eat In or Take out
FREE DELIVERY from 5 p.m. 
within 4 Imiies with minimum order
OPEN Mon.-Thurs 11 am-9 pm 
Fi'l.-Sat. Ilam-ll pm 





llio Ci'iniitli.in Hud CfoM, Sociuiv
Island Saw 
Co.
fiu CHATHAM ST. 






ROBERT DAY DRYWALLING 
SYSTEMS LTD.
(ESIABLISHEI) 10 VtARS)
FOR ALL YOUR 
DRYWALt, STEEL SHEDS 
or ACCOUSTIC CEILINGS 
CALL US AT 385-6052
911 GARTLAND, Victoria
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Playing the numbers game
More people, better wages, 
inflation, the, obsessiye need for 
excitement which afflicts so many 
and, the popular pursuit of 
something for nothing,'or a lot 
for a little, are all reasons why 
horse-racing tracks keep ringing 
up bigger mutuel totals. And if 
new thinking and new cir­
cumstances didn’t create the 
numbers player, they certainly 
have contributed to the thinking 
that betting on' numbers is as 
good a way as any of beating the 
races.
Just how many numbers 
players there are cannot be 
determined, but there is no doubt 
but that they make up a good 
percentage of track bettors — a 
big enough percentage to. create 
unrealistic payoffs. And these, of 
course, convince and convert.
Numbers players certainly 
account for a lot of the wagering 
at Sandown, and understandably 
so in view of the enticing payoffs. 
Last year, the harness-racing 
meet produced an average 
Triactor return of $522. There 
was a high of $5,536, five other 
four-figure returns and 15 ad- 
diditonal payoffs of more than 
$500.
And while the Exactor average 
of $66 was down from the first 
two standardbred meets, there 
was a $2,584 exciter, 13 payoffs 
of more than $300 and at least
one return of more than $100 on 
51 of the 65 racing days.
It is obvious that there are 
times when picking numbers 
brings a better chance of success 
than making a decision based on 
form — times like the day 
Baroness Love, a $35.70 winner, 
and Sudsey Dudsey, a 31-1 shot 
which, paid $64.80 to place, 
combined for that record $2,584 
Exactor.
Surely the only winners in that 
one were numbers players who 
had lit on the 307 combination or 
someone with a hunch that a big 
payoff was likely and made sure 
of getting it by spending $112 to 
cover the board.
And it made rhore sense in that 
$5,536 Triactor to select 1-5-6 for 
some numbers reason than to 
deduce that the 17-1 H.T. Brook, 
the 16-1 Shyster Max and 6-1 
Holridge Gringo would be the 
first three across the line, and in 
that order.
There aren’t nearly as many 
combinations as there are ways of 
picking numbers. They can come 
from birthdays or other an­
niversaries, from license plates or 
bank accounts, from house or 
apartment or social insurance, 
pharmacare or credit-card 
numbers, or from the date or the 
time of the day.
Or you can copy-cat, like the 
fellow who had noted that the 8-
Every harness-racing fan takes 
the mobile starting gate for 
granted but less than 40 years ago 
the sport had a crisis situation 
because there was still no 
satisfactory way of assuring;a fair 
start:'
' As' late as 1946, when the 
accidentally-discovered method 
now used was accepted, harness 
horses were started by telling the 
drivers to turn their slow-moving 
horses suddenly and charge 
towards the starting point, ■
If they were in reasonable 
alignment, the starter stationed 
then in the judge’s stand, would 
shout “Go” and the race was 
officially on.
* However, more often than not 
some horse would beat the pole 
horse away and a recall would 
have to be ordered. That often 
happened, particularly in stakes 
races, more than 15 times and it 
could take as long as 90 minutes 
to get a single heat off.
The exasperating delays 
certainly discouraged attendance 
and when night racing, which 
needed specific starting times, 
came in, the problem really 
became one of pressing im­
portance.
The idea of the mobile starting 
gate came accidentally in 1937, 
but it was nine years later before 
Steve Phillips was able to bet one 
into operation.
A starter, Phillips was quite
aware of the drawbacks of the 
scoring system but he couldn’t 
think of a way to do anything 
about it until one day in 1937 
when he was asked to help a 
motion-picture crew shooting 
scenes in Lexington, Ky. '
■ The director, seeking a shot of 
a number of horses trotting 
towards him, rhounted : his 
camera on the back of a car and 
asked Phillips to ride along and 
instruct the drivers. When 
Phillips saw the horses nose up to 
the car and trot along in a 
straight line he knew he had 
found the answer to harness-, 
racing’s biggest need.
He went home that winter and 
constructed the first mobile 
starting gate by mounting two 
steel arms on the back of a truck. 
It seemed to work well enough, 
but there wasn’t much money 
around in those days, and 
particularly for what many 
thought was a far-out idea.
Phillips’ starting gate was 
therefore still no rnore than an 
idea when he went to Roosevelt 
Raceway as starter in 1940. But 
he hadn’t given up on it, and 
after some time was able to 
persuade Roosevelt officials that 
there was merit in the idea of a 
mobile starting gate.
They put up $70,000, Phillips 
did the rest, and harness-racing, 
to at least a large extent because 
of it, grew rapidly in popularity.
Keith Linton
Unless Joe Hudon changes his 
mind there’ll be a new driving 
champion at Sandovvn Raceway 
this year, and the prc-mcct 
favorite will, of course, be Keith 
Linton.
Reportedly upset over last- 
week dcvclopincnts at Cloverdalc 
which included a fine for in­
terference, Hudon, who edged 
out Linton for Sandown honons 
in 1979 and ran away with the 
title last year without Linton 
among the opposition, has 
decided to compete in California.
Hudon will be mi,ssed, but the 
quality of Sandown drilling this 
.sumtnpr should be the best yet 
and Lintlun, the 1978 champion, 
who took his stable to Alberta 
last year and drove only nine 
time;; at San,d*awn, wnn’t b»* nlile 
to take anything for granted.
Also returning to Sandown 
aftei an absence arc Clarence
1-3 Triactor combination paid 
$2,719 on opening day last year, 
and that 1-8-3 was good for 
$1,253 on the fifth day and so 
decided he would box No.s 1,3 
and 8.
A few minutes later he picked 
up a reward of $836, but his good 
fortune was more attributable to 
being at the track on the 11 th day 
than to having decided, for lack 
of other inspiration, that the 
three numbers just might surface 
again in the Triactor.
It’s the liming that’s the im­
portant thing in the numbers 
game. Most combinations will 
eventually show up on the board 
so the trick is to bet yours on the 
right race on the right day when 
you’re trying for an Exactor and 
to be there on the right day if 
you’re trying to beat the Triactor.
That-makes it lottery odds for 
the occasional bettor, but the 
chances are at least reasonably 
good for the every-day fan who 
has the capital and the faith to 
stay with a combination and bet 
it in every Exactor and Triactor. ■
In eight-horse races, there are 
56 different Exactor com­
binations, and also 56 different 
boxes (combinations of three 
numbers) for Triactor bettors, 
and at Sandown’s harness meet 
last year there was a 23 percent 
chance of success for those who 
.were willing to buy the same box 
in each of the 65 Triactor races 
and an almost 20 percent chance 
for those who bet their com­
bination whenever possible in the 
560 Exactor races.
Thirteen of the 56 boxes would 
have been profitable, three of 
them impressively so, if bet in 
every one of the 65 Triactor 
races.
The most profitable of course, 
was the 1-5-6 combination. It 
came up only once but if it had 
been bet every race, the $780 
investment would have shown a
net of $4,756. It was almost as 
good for the 1-3-8 box, which 
won four times for a profit of 
$4,144. And the 2-3-6 box also 
won four times, for a profit of 
$2,954.
Eleven Exactor combinations 
showed a meet-long profit with 3- 
7, which had eight successes in 
addition to its record return, by 
far the most profitable with a 
plus of $2,350. Other com­
binations showing a profit were 
1-2, tops in frequency with 24 
postings, 1-8, 4-2, 5-2, 5-3, 6-4, 6- 
5, 8-4 and 8-6.
Standardbred numbers players 
can start knowing that the pole- 
position factor is constant. 
Fluctuation is minimal as results 
year after year show that the first 
four pole positions have the best 
success ratio, that No. 5 is 
generally fifth best, that No. 6 is 
seventh best and that No. 7 or 
No.6 horse, or both, beat their 
starting position.
At Sandown last summer. No.
1 had the best (18.3) winning 
percentage. Nos. 2, 3 and 4 were 
within a fraction of a point of 
being tied for second-best. No. 5 
was indeed fifth. No.8 was sixth. 
No. 6 was seventh and No. 7, 
winning only 5.3 percent of the 
time, was a bad last.
There was shifting only among 
the first four in the percentage of 
times in the first two and the first 
three, but there were some 
vagaries. The No. 3 horse, for 
instance, won 15.5 percent of the 
time for the meet but was a 23 
percent performer in the 
Triactor. And the No. 6 horse, 
winning once in every nine races 
for the meet, won seven of the 28 
daily double-races.
It’s a bit confusing, but then in 
the numbers game you really 
shouldn’t be doing any figuring 
out. You just figure you can win 






All kinds ol fencing — 
residential, commercial, 
farm.
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"
2070 KEATING XRD. 
652-3522
6ooef Luck at 
SMmOWfi!
WHEN YOU NEED 
SAND, DRAIN ROCK, 










We were pleased to be involved.
NICHOL ELECTiiS
CO. LTD.
RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 
INSTALLATIONS
•New Wiring 'Rewiring' ®Renovations •Electric Heat 
•Appliance Hook-up-
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE 
#30 - 490 Vancouver street Victoria, B.C. V8V 3TT
' ''' ’
.***7 ' ' '. I
656-6213
COMPLETE BOAT UPHOLSTERY 
SUPPLIERS OF BOAT COVERS 
CAMPER - TRAILER CUSHIONS 
REPAIRS
i0223 McDonald PK. rd., Sidney
NOBLE & 0iLES 
HEATING LTO.
Ventilation & Refrigeration 




6761 Kirkpatrick Way 652-1622
or After Hours 477-6638
nmaurannmBni!^^
Gngnon, who can be counted on 
to have a winning .stable, and 
John Glen, who spent last 
summer playing hockey in 
Australia (it was winter-time 
there).
There will be newcomer,s to be 
watched like 20-ycar-old Paul 
Megens, .son of a well-known 
Ontario horseman, who showed 
much promise at Cloverdale, and 
Don Johnston, who will be 
reining some of that winning 
stock from Prince George.
And most everyone except 
Hudon is back from last year, 
including Grant Hollingsworth, 
second to Hudon with 67 wins 
and a ..IJOpcraTilagc taiiiig, and 
Keith Quinlan, who led last year 
in the nutribcr of drives and won 
67 times. Anri Iiingqiiirt
(31), Sten Orics,san (30), Mike 
Stymest (.30), Miles Armstrong 
(26) and Ernie Aiscnault (24),
Welcome to Sidney... 







DIME !H COHTmEMTAl STYLE 
— LICENSED -~-
MON.-THURS.'ll a.m. 
FHl, 4 SAT. 11 a.m.-2 a.m. 
SUNDAY 4 p.m.-10 p.m.
97$S Fifth Si (sth&todw) 656 5590
Must Go!
Early for Best




TiOBB WEST SAANICH RDBREHTWOOB BAY
652-3422
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Parkland captures trophymf W All Central Saanich Little League (CS
Parkland senior 
boys rugby club 
capped their 1981 
season by winning the 
Col. Hodgkins trophy 
as consolation playoff 
champions in the 
Victoria Senior High 
Rugby League.
Playing at Royal 
Athletic Park in a 
preliminary game to 
Howard Russell 
finalists Oak Bay and 
St. Michael’s
University, Parkland 
played its best game 
of the year to dowm 
Victoria High 24-7.
Ted Johnston, in 
his final game for the 
Panthers, opened the 
scoring when he 
intercepted a pass and 
ran 60 yards for a tally 
between the posts. 
Tim Chad converted.
That score was 
quickly followed by a 
second trv to Ted
Hein. Hein completed 
a backline move when 
all players handled the 
ball quickly to the 
wing. Chad again 
converted.
Leading 12-4 at the 
half, Jamie Rhodes 
increased the lead 
shortly after the break 
with a fine 25-yard 
solo run, and then 
scored his second try 
when all eight
Parkland forwards 
pushed the Vic High 
scrum over the goal 
line, allowing Rhodes 
to touch the ball 
dowm. That made the 
score 20-4.
Captain Tim Chad 
finished a fine af­
ternoon by scoring the 
last try when, from a 
scrum 30 yards out, he 
ran to the blind side, 
eluded two defenders
and scored at the 
corner without a hand 
laid on him.
Parkland earned a 
berth in the con­
solation final with a 9- 
8 win over Mount 
Douglas. While the 
.score w'as close. 
Parkland completely 
dominated play. Tim 
Chad handled all 




girls soccer team 
chalked up its sixth 
and seventh league 
victories last week as 
it won tw'o of three 
games.
The Panthers 
dumped Victoria High 
4-1 May 5 and 
although Vic High 
had only eight 
players, the game was 
close until the early 









'Evei^hing for the Worker"
u open.
Sandy Griffey led 
the scoring with a hat 
trick, while Lynda 
Nairn picked up the 
other goal.
The next day 
Panthers played host 
to Dunsmuir and once 
again rolled up a 4-1 
score. Nairn tallied a 
pair of goals, while 
Griffey and Gill Poole 
added singles.
Then Thursday — 
Parkland’s third game
in a row — St. 
Michael’s provided 
stiff competition in 
the most exciting 
match of the week and 
edged Parkland 2-1.
Field and wind 
conditions played a 
large part. St. 
.Michael’s dominated 
play in the opening 
half and took a 2-0 
lead, while Parkland 
began to pressure 
their opponents after 
the halftime break.
Parkland scored its 
lone goal 10 minutes 
from the end on a 
scramble in front of 
the net. Linda Martin 
recorded the marker.
Parkland had a 
chance to tie the game 
in the final minute, 
but Naim’s hard shot 
from close in was 
directly at the goalie.
Parkland now 
boasts a record of 
seven wins, four losses 
and a tie. Their final
Sandown Racetrack
After the races, be sure to stay at
Lfd
in Beaiitifu! BrenMood Say 65245S1
two games go this 







All Central Saanich Little League (CSLL) 
and Peninsula Senior Little League (PSLL) 
games are played at Centennial Park. All 
Sidney Little League (SLL) and Senior 
Men’s Softball (SMS) games are played at 
Sanscha Park.
Wednesday: CSLL Majors: Dura' ys. 
Supermart 6:15 p.m., CSLL Minors: Jubilee 
vs. Firefighters 6:15 p.m., CSLL T-ball: 
Brentwood Esso vs. Cliff Mackay Esso, 
PSLL 13-year-olds: Blaney Terminal vs. 
Royal Oak Inn 6 p.m., PSLL 14-year-olds: 
Brentwood Texaco vs. Robertson Const. 6 
p.m., SLL Majors: Aces vs. Braves 6:30 
p.m., SLL Minors: Shrimps vs. Royals 6:30 
p.m. ■
Thursday: CSLL Majors: Brentwood Inn vs. 
Wakeman and Trimble 6:15 p.m., CSLL 
Minors: .Aladdin vs. Smith’s 6:15 p.m., 
CSLL T-Ball: Lions vs. Village Toy, PSLL 
13-year-o!ds: Ganderton Plumbing vs. Elk 
Lake Shell 6 p.m., PSLL 14/15-year-olds: 
Weathergard vs. Brentwood Texaco 6 p.m., 
SLL .Majors: Eagles vs. Lions 6:30 p.m., 
SLL Minors: Giants vs. Kings 6:30 p.m.
Friday: CSLL T-ball: Alliance vs. Fay’s 
Cleaners, PSLL 13-year-olds: Elk Lake Shell 
vs. Blaney Terminal 6 p.m., SLL Minors: 
Spitfires vs. Expos 6:30 p.m.
Saturday: SLL Majors: Pender Island vs. 
Cubs 6:30 p.m.
Sunday: SLL Majors: Steelers vs.. Braves 
1 p.m.; and Pender Island vs. Aces 3 p.m., 
SLL Minors: Bombers vs. Hawks 1 p.m.; 
and Kings vs. Spitfires 3 p.m.
Monday: CSLL T-ball: Fay’s Cleaners vs. 
Lions, SLL Majors: Lions vs. Eagles 6:30 
p.m., SLL Minors: Royals vs. Expos 6:30 
p.m. '
Rain liurting play
Rain played havoc 
with the Sidney Little 
League schedule again 
this w'eek, forcing the 
cancellation of seven 
games. The Giants 
and Royals were 
supposed to kick off 
the week May 4 for 
the minor leaguers, 
but were postponed.
^ However, the 
Expos filled in well 
the next day, , 
buthitting : the'
Bombers 19-9. The 
next three games —• 
Kings vs. Shrimps, 
Haw'ks vs. Spitfires: 
and Totems vs. 
Dodgers were all 
cancelled.
Sunday the Royals 
.were stunned 9-1 by 
the Kings in. the first 
half of a 
doubleheader. The 
Mets • took^^ t^ 
Bombers 10-8 in the 
afternobh game. ; \ /
In major league 
play, the Braves took 
two games —: an 8-7 
squeaker over the 
Cubs May 5, and a 6-0 
shutout against 
Pender Island in the 
last game of Sunday’s 
tw'inbill.
Elsewhere, the 
Steelers clipped the 
Eagles 14-9 May 4, 
while • the Cubbies 
stopped the Steelers
I'Ll Im
.''ry i Ul,p'l tpCi'fii:, 'p.iift 1^,H',
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EDMONTON TRAPPERS of the Pacific 
Coast Baseball League have found out that 
the sports boom in the Alberta capital has 
taken in their sport. A first-year club, the 
Trappers sold 1,760 tickets before their first 
home game, and pre-schedule sales of 
$520,000 was almost triple that of the next 
best league total. Edmonton Oilers led the 
NHL in attendance and Edmonton Eskimos 
must have been at or near the top in the 
CFL. . . it beats me how television networks 
keep coming up with those sports com­
mentary duds. Baseball last Saturday was no 
problem because viewers were able to tune 
out ex-umpire Ron Luciano and listen to 
Duke Snider, one of the few goods ones. But 
the excitement of the National Basketball 
Association playoffs loses something in the 
mumbling of Bill Russell. He’s often close to 
unintelligible. . . and network obsession 
with the Billie Jean King development is a bit 
sickening. It’s better left alone than having 
Brent Musberger shilling for an audience and 
voicing admiration for “courage”. . . it can 
almost be taken for granted that centre 
Wayne Gretzky, goalkeeper Mike Liut, 
leftwinger Charlie Simmer and rightwinger 
Mike Bossy will be chosen for the NHL all- 
star team this season but it’s difficult to 
guess about the pair on defence. Denis 
Potvin is a probable but Jim Schoenfeld, 
Randy Carlyle, Ray Bourque and Larry 
Robinson are all strong candidates. And off 
his play in Stanley Cup action, Craig 
Hartsburg would merit consideration ... 
the Lady Byng award should go to Rick 
Kehoe, the rookie award to Peter Stastny 
and the most-valuable award should go to 
Gretzky but may go to Liut. . . perhaps the 
most amazing statistic of the NHL season is 
that Gretzky had 89 more points than his 
closest teammate. Ten clubs, including 
Montreal Canadiens, Buffalo Sabres and 
Philadelphia Flyers, didn’t have a player 
with as many as 89 points. . .
FERNANDO : VALENZUELA, the 
sensational 20-year-old Mexican lefthander 
who just might put Los Angeles Dodgers in 
the National League playoff this year, 
couldn’t speak any English when he came to 
the club but you can be sure he already 
. knows what renegotiate means even if he 
can’t pronounce it. With almost two million 
people of Spanish-speaking origin in Los
iiilSilSiiilli
Angeles County he is probably baseball’s 
most valuable, in a financial sense, player 
and his salary is reported to be only 
$42,000. . . the 1981 B.C. Pacing Classic, 
which will have three $10,000 legs, will offer 
a purse of $70,000. It’s scheduled for 
Cloverdale on Dec. 5. . . if differences over 
the lease at Cloverdale Raceway aren’t 
settled, don’t discount the possibility that the 
standardbreds will move to Exhibition Park, 
where the thoroughbreds may get a six- 
furlong strip within a few years. . . the new 
grandstand at Sandown should give racing a 
big boost. It is a fine facility, better than the 
one at Cloverdale. . . Duncan Conrad will 
again do the race-calling for the Sandown 
standardbred meet, and that’s news to be 
appreciated. He does an outstanding job. . . 
that it will probably be the end of the month 
before the Sandown stands are completed is 
mainly due to the cement strike and untimely 
wet weather. . . Longacres is among the 
race-tracks which have decided not to use the 
phone-in betting system . . . relief-pitcher 
Bruce Sutter, we are informed, is really a 
down-to-earth type who gets a big belt out of 
things like winding rubber snakes around 
teammates’ necks and handcuffing repor­
ters. Most, however, would expect more 
from a fellow being paid a million dollars a 
year. . . if owner Al Davis , said to have his 
eye on possible cablevision riches, keeps 
on trying to move Oakland Raiders to Los 
Angeles, there could be another National 
Football League expansion which would 
include a new Los Angeles club. . . in getting
away to a big start this year, Oakland 
Athletics may have been thinking about the 
sign posted on the clubhouse door in training 
camp. It read “Lonesome? Looking for new 
friends? Want a new job? Just screw up one 
more time.”
>t< * >)<
VICTORIA COUGARS disappointed, 
but that’s a bit different than saying they 
were disappointing. Maybe too much was 
expected and perhaps the opposition was 
better than rated. . . heard on a Memorial 
Cup broadcast from a breathless announcer 
was “Their intensity was immaculate.” The 
same fellow also informed that “What goes 
up must come down,” and perhaps there is a 
connection. . . there won’t be much left to 
change when major league baseball gets its 
first woman umpire, and it could happen 
within the next five years. Pam Postena has 
that breakthrough as a goal, and she’s in 
striking range after winning advancement to 
the Texas League. Now 27, she’s in her fifth 
season of professional baseball . . . Stan 
Wasiak has quite a baseball record, but 
whether he finds it satisfying is a moot 
question. He’s just started his 32nd con­
secutive season as a minor league 
manager. . . infielder Mickey Klutts of 
Oakland Athletics has just balanced his 
record in major league baseball with 315 at 
bats matching the number of games he has 
spent on the disabled list. . . there wasn’t a 
great deal of surprise when Seattle Mariners 
replaced Maury Wills as manager, nor did it 
startle many that Buffalo Sabres decided not 
to keep Roger Neilson as their coach. But it 
will be unexpected if general-manager Scotty 
Bowman allows Neilson’s replacement to 
make all the coaching decisions ... an 
Oakland leasing firm claims Reggie Jackson 
reneged on a contract to lease two Rolls 
Royce cars for 41 months for $104,000 and 
filed suit. . . it has been cold in Olympic 
Stadium but there have been times the 
temperature has helped Montreal Expos - 
like the time Rodney Scott stole second-base 
while: Chicago-pitcher Bill Caudill put the 
ball in his glove so he could blow on his 
pitching hand . . . can’t help but wonder 
how outfielder Amos Otis is taking the bad 
start made by Kansas City Royals. That’s 
because of a headline, in The Sporting News, 
which informed tha;t“Defence worries 
carefree Otis.” ' ^
Only a few 1980 Brute 4 H.P. 20'” self propell^ rear baggers. 
Also slightly usod ~~ i yoor ^issrsntoo froisi tito iiioouffiGturor«
«24S®*
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
..1. ■ ''-V r ' {




DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
fTHURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Prices Effective: 
m u U i5 &16th
ry.V'.vVV.V.i
■ 'vV-»VV.-V.l
FROZEN GRADE A YOUNG
' Homes of SUPEn_
in Downtov^
Across from Sidney Hotel
MORE CHANGE 
FROM YOUR
12-14 lb........... . ...lb.
OUR OWN BRAND BEEF
'SAUSASE ME!
FULLY COOKED
umm WESH MT SimY SUPER FO0BS
iCAPITALSIDE
57
FRESH GR. U YOUNG
rURKEYS 5.01b.....lb.
CmUAGRmABEEF








I SUPERIOR PURE PORK
SOOg.....

























MRli. SMIIH’S 20 OL . S’!
MERINGUE PIE









POP CORN 10..simior uouiD







UNCLE TOM’S lONG CRAIN
Rice 211). . . . .. . . . . . . .
MVLCNm




MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT $l£ 39
COFFEE 1001. . . .  .. . . .




® MAZOU SI 49CORN OIL 750m......................^l
MISS MEW THO
CAT FOOD ....... . . . . . . . . .
DR. BALURD Dftif, Uver, fitfl 0
DOG FOOD orCIMen25oi. . . . . . . . . 21
AUSTRAL FniiVPcMh. Piir
FRUIT COCKTAIL
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If you. are thinking of 
properties in B.C. or 
Alberta, drop in and pick 
up a free copy of the latest 
REALTY WORLD Buyers 
Guide.
John Bruce 656-6151 
Godfrey Walls 656-4891
AGENCIES




No step bungalow with 2-3 
bedrooms on 1 floor. In­
law accommodation if 
possible. Near shopping 
and bus. Priced from 
$110,000 and up.
VIEW LOT
Vi acre on Salt Spring 
Lsland, near ferry. $44,900.
IN SIDNEY ON QUIET STREET. 11 year 
old home, 2 bedrooms up, 1 bedroom 
down with ensuite. Finished 
basement with garage, fireplace in 
living room, new carpet, hordwood 
floors. Extra insulation in attic, nice 
fenced yard with roses, shrubs, trees 
and garden. Assumable 10’/i% 
mortgoge due November 1983. All 
appliances included. Must sell at low 
price of $118,000. 656-7891. 3068-18
area, prefer my home. 652-2246. 
3052-19
PAINTER WANTED, must have trade 
certificate or equal, neat ap- 
peorance, transportation, steady 
employment. Send resume to Box 
■'A”, The Sidney Review, P.O. Box 
2070, Sidney, V8L 3S5. 3019-19
Warned t® SSent
EXPERIENCED CREW TO FINISH LOG 
HOUSES needed Immediately. 
Excellent income for right person. 
Some trove) Involved. Phone 112-395- 
2867 or 112-397-2735 Box 777, 100 
Milo House, B.C. VOK 2E0. NA-19
DRAPES, 30 ft. lined custom mode 
long living room drapes. Off white 
with moss green flowered pattern. 
Like new. $150. 656-3660 . 20
MIDDLE AGED working man needs 
cottage, apartment, room or room 
ond board in local areo. Long rent or 
lease. 652-5710. 3044-19
HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO 
GET INTO REAL ESTATE? Mobile 
Homo Soles Is tho answer. We troin. 
We require soles people to represent 
your areo. Full or port-time. Coll 
collect. H & R Mobile Homes Ltd. 
Phone 508-6588 Surrey, B.C. NA-20
p.
PROFESSIONAL GARDENER desires 
cottage in exchonge for ground 
keeping. Reply to Box "B". c/o The 
Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, V8L3S5.3075-20
MARRIED WORKING COUPLE and cat 
need unfurnished home June 1. Will 
do minor repairs, maintenance. $400. 
References. Victoria/Sidney area. 
383-1347.656-5911. 3030-19
SERVICE WRITER REQUIRED BY FORD 
DEALERSHIP. Previous Ford ex­
perience preferred but not essential, 
preferably technical and warranty 
background. Please send written 
resume in confidence to Service 
Manager, Dearborn'Motors Ltd. 2555 
East Trans. Conodo Highway. 
Kamloops. B.C. V2C4A9. NA-19
ALUMINUM TOP for 73 Toyota or any 
import truck, $175.652-1492 . 3039-19
fTrEPLACE INSERL i year M.
Extremely safe model. 652-3520 
evenings. 3034-19
LOST IN SIDNEY, block mole cot, 
small white spot on bib, could be this 
stray seen around Amelia and 
Resthoven. Reward. 656-6693 . 3060-
19
Your Mercury & Mercruiser 
Dealer in Sidney
at the foot of Beacon Ave.
•All fdke Oulboard Repairs 
• Mdteruiser Engine Repairs. 
Rebuilding, Tune-up. Servicing
WE MAKE SERVICE CALLS
658-3221
Factory Certified Mechanics
•Full slock ol Mercury and 
Mercrulser Parts 
•Complele Marine Store 
• Haul Outs 
•Bottom Painting
3 PCE. BEDROOM SUITE, blonde oak, 
$375: loveseat and racker recliner, 
$75. All In goad condition. 652-5631 
after 6:30 p.m. 3029-19
LOST IN SIDNEY Friday, May 8, set of 
keys in old leather case. Possibly 
parking place behind Bank of 
Montreal: Seabrneze Cafe, Medical 
Building opposite, parking place in 
front of Safeway, man’s washroom in 
Beacon Mall or Liquor Store. Reward. 
656-3471. 3066-19
RALEIGH MOTORCROSS bicycle, A-1 
condition mechanically, $110. 652- 
9660 evenings. 3024-19
MINTON CHINA. 4 luncheon, 4 breed 
and butter plotes, creamer, sugar, 
etched gold rims: also Steuben 
Dolphin glass vase: pair Venetian 
glass hurricane lamps. 652*1754.
3071-19
WHEELBARROW, heavy duty for 
contractor or home, with pneumatic 
tire. Seldom used, less than V, price. 
656-7074 . 3063-19
1978 D8K DOZER, Tills, Ripper, 
R.O.P.S. 1973 D7F Dozer, tilts, winch. 
R.O.P.S. 1962 D7E D.d. dozer, 
R.O.P.S. Phone 112-578-8449 or 112- 
578-8456 Kamloops. Box 159, Heffloy 
Creek, B.C. VOE 1 ZO. na-19
until May 29th, 1981 for 
the sale of used Parks 
Equipment:
• 1 - Fly Mower (hand)
1 - Bolens Mulcher 22” 
(hand)
1-16 H.P. Sears Riding 
Mower
The above may be viewed 
in the Public Works Yard, 
Ocean Avenue, Sidney on 
working days between 







CLEAN. RESPONSIBLE family with 
references looking for 3-4 bedroom 












3 bedroom full basement 
home in Sidney on extra 
wide lot. Fre.shly decorated. 
New carpets, lino and new 
kitchen cupboards make 
this 7 year old home almost 
like new. :
QUIET SECLUSION 
Is yours in this lovely 1766 
sq. ft. 3 BR rancher in the 
prestigious Dean Park 
development. A low rate 
mortgage makes it easier to 




HOME FOR TEACHER COUPLE and san 
for July and August. Con do gar­
dening/maintenance. References. 
Michael Lesnik, Box 81. Edgewood. 
B.C.-VOGIZO. 2927-19
D7'17A in good condition completo 
with winch, canopy, dirt and clearing 
blade. Phone 112-836-9457 or write D 
& S Ranches, Box 573, Enderby, B.C. 
VOEIVO. na-19
WANTED: Electrolux Rug Shompooer. 
656-1291. 3076-19
MOST PHASES of gardening and 
landscaping. Also garden design. 
Call Charles Vautrin. 656-1595 afterS 
p.m. tf
, BASEMENT SUITE, cottage, for school 
teacher. June 1 st. Coll 656-5763 after 
5p.m. - 2873-19
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. Base­
ment and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-4035.
37-tf
CC%llj!0S8JiaRJKBliraSE
WANTED: Metal lathe, back geared, 
screw cutting. 598-2960. 3025-19
SELLING LOGGING EQUIPMENT 1972 
D8H, $46,000.00. 1976 TD20E, 
$58,000.00. 1974 Clarke 667 Skidder, 
$17,000.00. 1973 Timber Jack 
Skidder. $12,000.00. 1977 P & H 1'/. 




1. to 8 p.m.
BOOKKEEPING SPECIALIST. Con­
fidential, reliable bookkeeping for 
small businesses done in my home. 
Journals, ledgers, payroll, cheques, 
trial balance. Phone Carol, Efi6-5779. 
2 8 89-19
3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 





having their Annual 
Thursday, May 14, 6 p.r 
Stalls, games, refreshments, etc. No 
odmission, everyone welcome. 19 
ANNUAL SHOW, tea and sale of 
plants sponsored by the Victoria 
Africon Violet Club Saturday, May 23 
in St. Mary's Church Lower Hall, 1701 
Elgin Ave. Ook Bay. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Admission $1.00, tea .50c. 20
ANNUAL SPRING BAZAAR, Sidney 
Silver threads, 10030 Resthaven 
Drive. Friday. May 15 frm 1 - 3 p.m. 





a SUNDAY. May 16 & 17. 
10150 Pleasant Street, 
- 3057-19
FOR SALE: Cafeteria equipment In 
good condition. Reasonably priced. 
Phone 112-344-6513. na-19
A HOME AND .8 AC. 
McTavish Road area. 1283 
sq. ft. Bungalow. Seclusion 
and yet close to all 
amenities. Well priced at 
$141,200. MLS.
BEN RICHARDSON
THINKING OF SELLING? Let the "No 
Commission System" work for you. 
Coll Darrell, 388-5464, Pager 934. 
2877-1 9
F@r Heiis
For established gardens. Small 




HOMETENDERS. Leave your home in 
security while enjoying your 
vocation, for plant, pet and yard 
core, coll 656-1293 . 3048-22
9951 RESTHAVEN DRIVE. 2 family 
garage sole, hide-o-bed, 3 pee.
bedroom suite (vanity), electric 
stove, collectors radlo'(1940 console), 
round oak table, chairs, dishes, 
kitchen utensils etc. Friday, Mby 15 - 
2 • 6 p.m. Saturday, 10 • 4 p.m; -3055- 
19
FOR SALE 4-PLEX IN QUESNEL.
Completely renovated including new 
ceilings, carpets, Lino, Paint, Fur­
nace, Parking Lot, Price.$135,000.00. 
Gross revenue $1,425.00. per month. 
Call 112-398-777 or 112-392-3955 
today. na-19
PENINSULA SINGLES CLUB DANCE
and Floor Show, McMorron's Seaview 
Room, 5110 Cordova Bay Rd. Friday, 
May 15, dancing 9-1 a.m. Dross in­
formal. Members. Guests, widowed, 
divorced. separated or singles 
welcome. Tickets Hillside Moll, or 
Harbour Square. No tickets at door. 
Reservations or information call 479- 
7195. 19
;;';;T-.24,ACRES.'.,^
Home? on a sma,!!: range.
'Ii':'.'
?:V::":IMMEDIATE ^ ■ /.
' OCCUPANCY 
3 bedroom (master ensuite)
I full basement home. L
t shaped living room and br, Post & Beam of ap-
T: :prox.a65b’^;':ff'^F^tio on
I ceiling slate fireplace, sunny side. For your horse,
( Basement has family room stables, hay barn and riding
: with: a brick Hreplace: and fingV$231,bob MLS. : <
: rcc :: rdbm^^^ i :;partially ; BEN RICHARDSON - 
i developed. Close, to 656-6958
elementary school. MLS. ; ^ ? ?
Asking $113,500. 




ONLY ONE LOT LEFT 
Approx; Vi • acre.'• Level, 




2-bedroom house for rent 
at 9883 Fourth Street (ad­
jacent to Town Hall) $400 
per?; month. Tenancy . on a 
month-to-mbnth basis with 
maxiitium:‘tdhancy to^May 
;:ist, 1982., Written applica­
tions with references to the 
undersigned by4 p:m..? 
May ip.; ::
G.S. Logan, A.C.I.S.,
- ' : C.M.C.
Town Administrator,
Town of Sidney 






Household;;: repairs,;; manure,? 
Tight:,hauling,. wooden .fence: 
contruction, &.repair,:carport 
.. conversion, yard work. No job.
HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD. Mobile 
homes locoted in porks on pads. 
Listings and Sales. We welcome all 
enquiries. Listings wanted. Wheel 
Estate. Phone collect. Lower 
Mainland Division. 13647-IOOth 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V3T 1H9. 112- 
585-3622; Kamloops Division. 90-180 
Seymour Street; Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
.2E2. 1 12-372-5711. The Wheel Estate 





Brentwood Bay area. Call 652-3422 10 
• 5 Mon. • Sat. tf
SKY HIGH TRAMPOLINES. Deoler- 
ships or direct sales. All oluminum 
top quality product. For information 
contact (403)387-4174. (403)387-4635. 
Write Box 492. Millet,' Alberta TOC 
IZO. na-19
GIFT AND TAXIDERMY BUSINESS, 
large inventory, store, showroom 
and - workshop. Full basement 
modern home and cabin on 1 Vj acre. 
Highsvoy frontage $140,000.00.‘W.W. 
Taxidermy, .1882 Jasper Street, 
Quesnel, B.C. V2J 4P2. NA-19
FULLY ESCORTED WESTERN 
AGRICULTURAL study tour to Britain 
and Israel. Leaving July 4, 1981 (17 
days). For more information on this 
tax deductible program, call 112-853- 
5471. Write Ambassador Travel, 
33693 South Fraser Way, Abbotsford, 
B.C. V2S2C1. ■ nQ-19
; ctoo:smalL:$10;per:;hbur.
12926-19)



















BRENTWOOD BAY, furnls)iod units. 
KItchenottos, dishes, cable T.V., free 
parking, maid service. Available 





AVENUE offices tor rent, 
suil. Call 656-1724 or 656- 
3015-19
‘’I
TOWNHOUSE . available June I - 3 
bedrooms, living room, dining room, 
kitchen, 2 baths, storage shod. 
Property fenced. Located throe 
blocks from secondary schools and 
transportation. Rent $600 per month. 
Roloroncos ol pouf ronlols required. 
Phono lor oppolnlmonl lo Mrs, M. 
Johnston, 656-4587 . 3022-19




'Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices, .
Also excellent crews 
available lor larger jobs,
656-2210
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORSI 
Lowest prices anywhere on double 
■ glazed wood windows. Walker Door: 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 1 12-985-9714, Richmond 




Brentwood Bay, B.C. 
":-?652-4S12,;'
Learn with the best at the Peninsula's largest 
lacility. Instruction in piano, organ, guitar and 
accordlan. Lann Copeland Music Centre, (tl)
Fesrsonais
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory salvage gloss. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. It.; 32 oz. $1.25; 
3/16 $1.50; plate, $1.75, Bronze 
tint, 24 oz, $1.00; 3/16 $2.00, Works 
ol 9750 - 4th St. Sidney, Open Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.m., Saturday 8 o.m. - 
12 noon. Closed Wednesdoy. 656- 
6656. tl
PIANO AND GUITAR LESSONS 
ovoiloble locally of PENINSULA 
MUSIC, (formerly The English Music 
Studio). For unique learning ex­
perience, coll Gil or Alister at 656- 
2242 or 656-4739. ' tf
^ TRANSLATION
Engirsh-French or French-English. Very 
reasonable rates. Call Nicole Cyr656- 
6042 evenings. ^ .■ •' tf ■
3RD ANNUAL,TSAWOUT (Say-woot) 
Indian Water Festival, Saturday, 
Sunday, May 16 and 17. 12 noon. 11 
man canoe race, Kloochman race, 6 
man; lodles six. ladies and gents 
doubles and singles, buckskin roce. 
There ;will.Cbe Native IridiamCultural ■ 
Entertainment, salmon Bor BQ, other 
native food,.bannock and Grandmo 
:: Ethel's special clam, chowder. 
Evei^one welcome. More info call. 
652-2571, ask for Vie. Location: 
Saanichton Spit, just off Pot Bay High­
way, just off Mt. NewtonXRd^^^^^^^J9
I
LSveseociC:
f /4" 16mml MIRROR, clean cut edge, 
23'i'’x71V,", $35 each. 9750-4th St. 
Sidney, George Clark Entorprisos. 
656-6656, 2991-21
PART SIAMESE tabby kittens, litter 
trained, froe to good homes, 656- 
1948, 3040-19-
COAAMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE,
(formerly Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association). Services for 
the family, individual, marriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 9813- 
Fifth Street, Sidney. If
SENIORS (60 or more) New to Sidney? 
Don’t know onyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, ac. 
livilios end a worm welcome. Drop In 
lo 10030 Resthaven or call us at 656- 
5537. If
CARPENTER SEEKS jobs ol any kind. 
Largo or . small, ronovallons, ad- 














This property was priced at 
$118,()(X), now the best 
valvie on tiic Saanich 
Peninsula. The home and 
grounds arc in inimaculate 
condition, Drive by 9613 
Lapwing Place.
TO RENT JUNE 1ST. by young mother 
with toddler, iheiod accommodallon. 
Nice big homo in good neigh­
bourhood. will share with youngish 
working woman (ono small child 
accoplablo). Non smoker, non 
drinker. Own furnlluro would help. 




ADMIRAL AUTOMATIC WASHER, 10 
progrommo, $395; like now Bradford 
oulomollc dryer, special, $210; 
Weslinghouse Conllnonlol double 
oven, loaded, $375; Trade-Ins 
welcome - yes, wo will toko your 
opplloncos on consignmonll Como in 
ond look around ol Dove’s Appliance 
Coni re, 24498 Beacon (behind 
Suntimo Yachts). 656-3BI3, 3045-19
SO BIG REGISTERED HEREFORD 
HEIFERS (Bred) and Bulls, Brooding 
ago, cows with calves, lop quolily, 
Britisher standard brooding. T. 
HOpkIns, 4218 King George High­
way, Surrey, B,C. Phono 1 12-594- 
9568. na-19
PROSPECTORS: We went the op­
portunity to examine/option your 
now Finds, Foir terms. Send in- 
lormotlon in conlidonco lo; Vital 
Minos, 175 - 810 West Broadway, 
Vancouver, B.C. V5Z 1J0, 21
VICTORIA m TOASTMISTRESS CLUB 
will meet at the Princess Mery 
Wednesday, May 20, 10 o.m. Visitors 
wokomo. Brunch $5.50. Info. 388- 
4549, 19
CHICKS. Drown egg layers, white egg 
foyers, moot birds. Order early ■ ship 
onywhoro. Napier Chick soles, 6743 . 
216lh St,, Box 59, Milner, B.C. VOX 
no, 2379-11
BED AMD BREAKFAST: Travelling in 
Canada this year? Send $2.00 lor list 
ol quality Bod and Breakfast in- 
province ol your choice lo B 8 B Box 
743 Nol5on, B,C. VIL5R4. NA-19
VICTORIA YM-YWCA presents thdir 
"Y ” Donee Display ’81 on Monday, 
May 25, of 7;30 p.m., McPherson 
Playhouse, Tickets $4.50 adults and 
$2,50 students and seniors. At oil 
McPherson Box Ollico outlets and 
Hillside Moll, Info coll the "Y" 386- 
7511. 19
1978 HONDA CIVIC, 5 speed, 35.000 
miles. Excellent condition, $4,500. 
656-IS49. 3062-19
2 BEDROOM COTTAGE from Juno 15 
to October 15, $375 per monlh. 656- 
1881 allor5 p.m,  3051-19
1973 AUDI CL 100. Fvrolinnt con 
dilion, best oiler. 656-4276. 305B-19
DOUBLE BED size mallross, os now, 
$100; 2 hot wafer tanks, need 
olornenls, $20 each. 656-7370 . 3061 -
19
Crafts
YOU CAN AFFORD YOUR OWN 
YACHT two weeks each year. 
Cruising, fishing, crabbing. Captain 
included vocollon prayers onswornd, 
Pacific Vacallons Inc; 55 Front Siroot, 
Nonqlnio, B.C V9R 5Ha. nn-19
THE MONTHLY MEETING of the
Sidney (t North Saanich Gordon Club 
will moot Mondoy, May 18 of 7;30 
p.m. in Margaret Voughon Birch Hall, 
4lh 51, Sidney. Guest speaker. Belly 
Whitlock from Vlclorlo on vegetable 
growing. All welcome, Refresh- 
tnerrls, 19
HolF Wanted
MUST SELL, mint shopo, economical 
and just losleci 1975 Plymouth Duller, 
V door. 6 cylinder aulomallf, PS, Pll, 
radio,, Baby blue wllh while vinyl 
tool, Clasosi oiler to $3,300. 656- 
305319
MOVING. Viking elocTti;, stove, 
rnirigoralor Harvest Gold color, bolh 
\'i years old, mint condition, 











CODN I UY SETTING 
SAANICHTON 
Attractive 6 year old 3 
bedroom I'amily home 
located on quiet cnl>ilc*suc 
with living room, dining 
room, i'amily room and 
den. pee, and 2 pee. 
eiiHiiiie on main and 3 pee, 
in basement, Tlicrmopnnc 
windows on main floor, 
l.ovely garden with fruit 
iiecs. Asking $149,000. To 
view call
Wells lloLikcr 6.<i2.36.34 
Moiilreal Trust 6S6-.3924
ms WEBSTER 1*1,ACE 
Approximately 1800 sq, ft. 
finished on 2 levels, '/i 
block to ocean. Sensotutl 









1974 V,W. BEETLE, good candlllon. 
New hrokos. Iron! end, tronk iholl 
and paint |ob. No rust, asking $4,OT5.
656-2613. ___ _ __ 3047.19
1977 CAMARO U, good tondlllon. 
llesl oiler. 657)-7SS6 oiler 5 p.in. IICM'J- 
20
KENWOOD RECEIVER. KR6030 , 80 
watts par channel RMS, sllll under 
vrarranly; also 2 FIshor 3-way 
speaker systems, model 5110, and 
mUculltineous classical records. 652- 
1754, 3070-19
ARTS AND CRAFTS, unginul design, 
sklllod workmanship on consignmeni 
la a now seasonal shop, Write Box 
83, Fullorc) Harbour, or come any 






APPROX, 3'.', nctes In Soywotd 
/Kelsey Bay area, Goad 
recreotlunnl polenllnl. Pieienl small 
dwelling ronled. $55,000, Cull 595- 
5984 weekends only, or leave 
messogn, "Bob," NA-IB
STUDENT RECREATION lEADERS tor 
summer day comp program, $146 pot 
vyeek, flexible hours, (uvuning- 
weekend work), Musi hove or be 
ohle la oblaln Clou 4 llcento. 
I'relerence given lo studenli locnlod 
in Central Sootilch. Slatling dale, 
May I9||>, Conlorl Marlon, 652-3021 
fur ui>olnimeni, pr leove muisagns at 
383-1101, 3026-19
1973 VALIANT SLANT t, Aulornoik,, 
fH-ivvnr sionring, Gaud, tunning 
i.ondillon, $1,750, 656-4424 alter 5
P-ty- ..30J7-19
’73 HDRD■coURIe'r 'puT'soO miles on 
rebuilt nnglno with I year/17,000 
mile worrnniy, 04,000 miles on old 
onglno. Good body, cleiin interior, 
$2,950, Plume .179-3975 tiller 5 p.rn,
31
WESTINOIIOUSE heavy duty washer, 
$150; oldur Viking dryer, $50. Bolh 
good working order, <>53-3142, 30'30- 
19 
21
STOCKALl • Suddenly on May 8, 1901, 
Mary, bolovod wile ol Donald 
Slotkoll of Sidney, B.C. in her 57th 
yorir. Survived also by two brolhers; 
Bill and Ffod and two slslots; Stol and 
Juim. Tuneral seivuo Wednesday 
May 13, ot 3:00 p.m. in Si, Andrews 
Angliron Chuieh. 9<416 3rd SireuI, 
Sidney, Rev, David I iillot nllkioling. 
Ctenuilion. Flowors grolelully 
dntllned, Arrangomenli ihrough 
Firsl meinotlol Service. 19
DADS ONLY NIGHT ol Open Meoling 
ol Assoclalion lor Children with 
luorning dlsobllHIos, Tuesday, Moy ■ 
19 ut 0 (Mti. Rrjofn '33, Ryon St. 








PERMANENT PART TIME soles person 




MOVING. Votlely household Hems, 
horgoin pikes. Porlablo B/W 12" TV: 
push mower wllh catcher: large 
sturdy orlmritu table with lard; 
Swedish steel Hie Irons: pair 2'Candle 
wioughi Iron wall sconces; DAD 
eleclin- commercial sow; double Mac 
electric hamburger Iryeri other 
miscellaneous household goods, 
garden tools, llshlng equIpiTienl, etc.
652- I :«4,______ :_______ ____ 3072-19
26 CU, FT, dnopirooio; single box 
spring and mullress, new; dressing 
table with stoal; 7 drawer dresser 
wilhsta.>l, 652-3381, 3036-19
DRESSMAKING
Book now (or summer 
drosses, Also . wedding, 
brldosmtild & graduation 






EIONEY, 2 bedroom high basement 
house, 2 rooms llnlihed in basement, 
Molar oppllancai, drapes, close to 
shopping, scIkioI. on quiet street. 
656 6425, 3050 19
HOBBY FARM
Imniriculalo 3 bedroom rancher 
on 1 acre, Brentwood area,
2'i PICTIIPESOUE ACPB, 





QUAUFIED PAINTER required to pnini 
Lxiat mooted ol Wesiporl Marina. 
39a-6970o(lerBp,iri. _ 30.15 19
oiSHWASHirBlS'uiilD
Ibislaurnnl. Evening ihllis. Heady 
empleymertl. Apply in person 
Tuesday lo f’rldiiy, 2 p.m. - 5 p.rn. 
33211 HorbourPnnd, 3041-19
RENT MOTORMOME, Sleeps 6, $300 
weekly: 16 It, troller, sleeps 5, $125 
weekly, 656-:i226 tinys; 656-3350 
ove'dao*- 2975-21
RIDING CLOTHES, jacket ilie 32i 
breechoi sire 211; ihlrl sire 30; hord 




WITH GRATEPULL HEART. I wish to 
thank my son Dale and his loiolly, 
many door Iriends ond rsilnllons (or 
(t\o booutiful cards and gills, ond 
many lovely dinners given In my 
honor on my 90lh birlhdoy, February 
H. 1981. "Spociol Ihnnki ” (nr their 
cards oi tongtatulotions and good 
wishes lo oar very own Piernler ’’Bill" 
lUmneil, Lt, Oovonnr,ol B.C, Bell- 
Irving. Finance Mlnlslnr Hugh Curlls, 
Cnnnda's Govorntir Genetol Ed 
Schreyei and his wile, ond Mayor 
Notmo lieoley, Sidney, I am sorry 
Illness lirss caustid this lo be so lole In 
appearing (jtxj Bless ond Ihonk you 
oil ogtiln, • Mis, Nellie Courser, 19
MAGICAL STRINGS AND 
CHILDGROVE in Concert. Music for 
the Collie Harp and Hnmmor 
Dulcimer, Bellroy ihtKiIro, 1319 
Oloiislone Avo. VIcloila, 0 p.m. on 
Siilurciny. Moy I6lh, Tlckels ovallohlo 
nl Miilrnn Cord Shop Sidney; 
M'Phervon Box Ollico and f olklore In 
Moikel Squnio Advance tlckel* $5; 
nl I ho door $6 , |9
SIDNiv’'*piESatOOr~'"''7n™
ineinber nl Iho V.l, Cooperallve 
Preschool Assorintlnn,,Wo oiler o 
gonlily ploy prngrom for ynur 3 or 4 
yenr Id, Register now for Soptomher 
I9HI, Ffst mote Inlormofton- I.Indo 
Newman, 6 5 6-7654, Melro Tennonl 
656 7504. 19
LADIES I Do you enjoy ilnBlnoT II so, 
why not join us on Monday evenings, 
7i4S p.m,, Masonic Moll, corner 4lh 
ond Ml. Baker, Sidney, No auditions, 
not necessary lo rood music, Conloct 
Pol Morsh, 686.5761, aher 7 p.tn., «r 
Ann Hull, 6 86*4054 lor lurllier In- 
larmnllon. Il
Largo allachod workshop,
many oxtras, Property Is (one- 
(.d and crosr. fenced with 




treed exclusive 5 acre esiolos In 
bunllng llshlng pofodlso • monse, 
deer, rivets, lakes, skiing, ikldoolng, 
Jilli apporlurilllei Irnm $41,030 00. 
Box 740, Vanderhool. B,C, VOJ DAO. 
Phone 112-567-41_ NA-30
AFPWOW, V-'t nrT‘«»i
t|/KaUay Bay oraa. Oood 
recreational polenllnl. Present imoll 
tlwelling rented. $55,000, Call 595- 
64H4 weekends only, or lenve
m*s«iiije,_l'|ob;:(________........... (lA:*®
GARDENER NEEDED on regular txTsIs.
I day per week niter Initial 3 day 
cleonup job, $6 per limit, suilable lur
...tl.-ft T iVs.-'I'-o ph-,1 n-.-tl1r',Kle
II desired, Apply Canoda Form
Lahmir Pool, 205 34(X) Douglas 
Street. 3B2.4274. 9989-19
PARKIANE HARDTOP lent troiler 
voih stove, sink, liirnace, swing out 
kilcben, 5l«e|ii, 6 iixrelinni ron 
rllllon. $1,650 or oilers, 656-2488, 
304910
TPAiNiNG MOW AVIA 14 nr f rmn 
SCULPTURED flNOERNAlU, Eorn 
extra income al borne or In o solon, 
rinnnting civolloLile, Enroll now. 
limited teorlng Phone rlnys 112-463 
5025-fvenlngi 112-462 7774- NA-IO
10 f r, CANOE COVE WHALER, $750; 
new clinker fibergloss dinghy, leak . 
rrlm. $500; 15 gol. ribieglgis resin, 
$10 tier Cyillnn marine linnil. $1511 
<1.56 3197, , . 3056-19
HATE FLIES AND RUGtT Order your 
lly shoaltns tudoy. Send $3.50 
(posioge and lux mtiutled) lo; Tinker 
Inloiprlnas. 3064 Copllano Riiod. 
Nnrili Vnnrouvnr. B.C. V7P 3(1(1, MA-
19 ______ _______ _ ________ _
LOO WMii'AND"cAbTnS 
Cnnsirucllnn Ud. for bmefturo or 
(utfher Inforinoflon contoct George 
iJuiiuvan, hu« 7/7, l(iU Mile flousu, 
B.C, VOK 2FO. Phone 119..'>9$.2B67 
(days) 112.397-2735 (evenings), NA. 19
yenr round, using on aluminum and 
glass gieenhousel Wriie for lide 
brnihure lo: B.C Greenhouie 
Buildeis, 7425 Hedley Avnnue, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2(11, Moil orders 
tjow 9xOilohl#.____ ^ MA-19
BEDDING PLANTS, geranhimi. 
luinulues. large luicblus, dracenos 
and much more, 656-1662, 3046^19
aoi’d"' MOBJE MANIJBI mixed wllh 
sowdusi, Minimum .5 yrtid loods, $14 
(ronjind dellveted, 656-,1159, 3067-19
COIQUITZ SCHOOL Invites oil former 
sUidenls nnd stall to their 25lh 
Amilvorsary, May 22: Open School 9- 
3 p in. Meet ond Oreel 7-10:30 p.m, 
May 23 Spoils 11 00 - 4:30 p.m, 
Bursary Fund CanliThulloni con be 
seal (0 Colquili Scliool, Derails: 479- 
2U)4.479.47<el. 20
IE COTE/iy FARMS .
Buy your bodding piants, 
hanging baskets, houso-pianls 
dlrort (rnm tho growor Opfin 
daily, 9 • S p.m. 304 Walton 
Place, oft Oldliold Rd.
658-5888 >,
$CHARFFi In loving momory ol my 
denr wllo our mnlhtir ond GrnnH- 
inrilhBr Moiy Jane, wlw possed owoy 
M.,y17 lO'm
We sow you lading like o Hriwer 
But (Oiild not make you stoy 
We nursed you wllh lender kindness 
Until God crill you owny.
Il |.,,,l ,1 l,.• ,^,t. I., I. . n j.,-,,i
You did not go oleine.
For pail o( us went wllh you 
1h« liny He called you home.
Invlngly rnrnemhereit nlvmys hy her 
husbond ond lornlly. 19
FOR SALE:
Ciiiiis>ilM,Hl iid» iimi t;Mn (.civtii 
D.C 6 Iho Yukon
‘ ■ .
t. ,151.4,,5-.‘Set












: m 74 I^EWSPAPERS
Call our classilied department to send your ad to all 74 papers in the 
B C. & Yukon Community Newspaper Association
25 WORDS $99
THEREVIEW Ph. 656-1151 aC.Y.C.N.A.
*375
FOU SALE
17” ENGLISH TACK SHOP 
ALL PURPOSE SADDLE
complete with stirrup irons and leathers. 
Excellent condition. Call; 652-3422 or 





THE VICTORiA COMMUNITY SINGE 1921
This informative








As d public service. McCall 
Bros, provide this booklet. 
For your copy, simply man 
the attached coupon to 
McCall's, ir you have any 
questions about its con­
tents, ptoaso teel free to 
contact McCall s by phone 




1460 Vuieotntf Strotl ai Johnton 385*4465
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED 
ADD THIS WEEK
Uso this Icirrn lo send your ad lo
The Sidney TVevicw
Regular 20 words lor *3“*
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C.r..\i:KAl. A(-C GUN r AN'TS








Phono ■ ............................ .................. '.... ;....
Mall to the Sidney Review
P.O. Box 2070, Sldnoy V8L 3S5
Of bririii In lo 8025 • 3rtl Strool
Fitness.


























AJAX NONE and 
OFFICE CtEANEIIS
'.ViUd.n*. . 1 IK Jt;* t




























l‘i'r,’Oini/i:i‘i> Si'n'iir ■ 
"From Kstlmate to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!"





For your electrical conbliuction, addi- 







t'lfirj u’lf/i J.O in'nis 













Ih.lii'iMlal ; Rr'iili iiiitI 
t .uiiiiiifii i.il Wit 111); 






















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon. - Fri. 7-5 p.m.
Sat. 7-3 p.m.
DENCH
FLXGW ATINC; L I D.
I O HACKHOi; WOKK 
















Trucking, Icxcavating and 
Backhoe work.
556 Duwnoy Ruud 




• ll.U'kluil' M'l'vlll' 
'liTTs'iiO',, rulliVillin;' 
I'V rtiluy.ilin).', 







li<ili!vii|iri|( Miviiliiiiii, iiiriilii,;ir(' 




HACK Ki'.Li'ro ‘ i,OAi,iinn
{,i.i>nt, rAijK!', 
ni. Tin 1)1.1)',i 
Sr.Wl.n 6IOHM UITAINH 
WAn.'.n unt-s



















I r'llii' IJg',ninp,, ;'il)







• Design Ihrough planting 
•Inlerlocking slotres lor patios, walks
I ot driveways,
• Mainlenance. tilling & pruning.
G. Tv W, 
Landscaping Ltd.
Ki‘}.i(l«‘nlial. (ummuMvijil Jiiul 
(‘•nir(aiviisi* (!onstruciion.
. 6955 WcNt Saanich Rtl. 
Itronlu’tMMl llav







•Planting & Pruning 
CALL 
656-1595 





nirSEL /IMl GAS 
Coiiipiliv lii.vlaUiUloiiK
U«luiiLlinu(‘\li,iijsi systi'ins. roi-ple- 







Special rates for 


























COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING & WELDING
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
P.J. HYLAND




Service Residential - 
Commercial
vr siimll
WC will do lllCIII nil."





















® 22 years pluinbirig 
e.xperience in H.G.
• Special'rates Ibr 
. pensioners: \
• New liomcs 
® Mfirinc inslallarion
• Commercial V
Alieratioiis-S : :: h ivi,,
Ask fur ‘Heinz’
H'.C. PLtmfBING 








.New ConsUuClion. nonoviitions. 
RoiKiir Work ;,






hir all your moling neeiis, 
Sh.ikes, Sliinitlek, Tar 
& Gravel ‘k Ke|Mir.s
Mornintts or Eveninnit
658-8130
Don't bo dlsappolntod!,, 











7177 W. Saanich Rd, 
S524591













9812 - 4th St., Sidney
JET-¥A€
Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 







Quality Work - Flea Estimates
Finishing Carpentry, Renovallons, 





h; : ,; Repairs to Eawnmowets; rii., ,, . 
Chainsaws, Molbrcyclos; etc.':
“ ' 7um-Upt ‘
y 10134 fcDonatd P^ Rd. 
^Idnej^' ' ' 656-7714
j.B. SHEET METAL LTD.
6485 OLDFIELD RD., R.ll. Hi 
VICTORIA, B.C., V8X 3X1
RESIDtNIIAL/COMMERCIAL 
•Heat Pumps ‘Ait Conclilioning
Phone ; JAY BULL 








Marina, Auto A Safaly Glass 





10114 McDonnld Park ild
.^T^Mtd,/
,1 10114 McDonild Park Rd.
f.'tt
I Makers of fine 
Wood Stovos A 
, ' -I ,,/Firoplaco Insorfa




"You don't have 
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Finish first With






Self sealing 210 lb. Ap­
prox. 32.3 sq; ft. per bun- ^ USS
die. 1st quality bundle lH
■■^50;lB.:'v-'';.:;::";:.:;
Approx. 108 sq. ft. coverage re
Approx. lOO sq. ft. coverage ^ ^ r*
:llo.:::2'Pii£-HIIN@ noons








Freshen-up the beauty ol your ex­
terior by accenting your yard with 
landscapers WHITE ROCK. Approx.
20 kg bag. White marble (not 
limestone). There is a dilterence, so 






Windsor has panelling to 
add new life to every room 
in the home. Our feature 
bargain panelling is 




This year restore your cabin walls with Windsor's Cabin 
Panelling Selection. Your choice ol Starlight or Moonlight. #2 
4'x8'x3.6mm.







Mill Run Resawn - Cedar.
Good looking panels for a great price.
|48
Reg. 8.98 sht. sht.
CAMPER VAN PANELLING
'We have many "Hat" or "grooved" panels that are superb 
tor camperizing your van. or linishing the interior ot your 
camper or trailer. Light or dark panelling to choose Irom. Your 
choice ol Summer Rain, Autumn Rain or Knotty Pine. 4'x8" 
panels. Values lo 12.95. Your choice. Your Savings
STAPLE GUN
Name brand quality.
A do-it-yourselfer's must for fastening ceil­




The "In Panelling" lor 1981. The aroma anrl.texture'of Real 
Wood Panelling 'will enhance the; beauty and value ol your 
home lor years lo come. Easy to carry home packages. Easy 
"ioThsiaii;;"""..
5/1B’x4’I SELECT TIGHT j 
KNOTTED CEDAR Tongue a. 
Groove. 8' package.■
Reg: 21.95 J 4 Ago
iiySTi€ WALNUT ¥.©.
(REAL WOOD)
A panel that wood add beauty and_class to any_li\^ room.' 
4 X 8 • 4 mil ~ ~
COVER 23 jq. II. 5/16x4 
SELECT TIGHT KNOTTED PINE 
Tongue & Groove. Reg. 119.95
Mm
TAPE & KNIFE GIFT SET
Remember,;"Dad': on,Fathers Day with this Tape and Knile 
Gill Set, Also cemes with genuine leather, pouch carrying 
'case;,' ; l;','






'Tru-Lok Tape in unbreakable chrome-plated'" 
Cycolac cases. 16’ long tape. It's positive 
lock prevents the blade from slipping back^ 
into the case. Easy-to-read yellow blade.
ea.
HEC-tOOPisims
2x4 STUDS Finishing Studs. A’mnst every pro­
ject starts with a "stud" ... so 





Put a colorful finishing touch to 
your patio with’,Name Brand ‘‘Or- 
nyte” Fibreglass Panels,
STRONG AND TONG LASTING #400 
: Weather Tough Fibreglass Panels. Check 
and compare ^ . Look lor the proven 
name "ORNYTE.” While. Green,.Clear,'




First in selection and savings on all your Bl-Fold Door re- 
quiremonis. Check tho size ... Check Iho savings. All 
No. 1 quality. Hardware Included.
ROTARY
2/6 X 6/8 ea.
FULL LOUVRE 








A multitude of ornamental and cultural uses for lux­
urious gardens and landscapes, The rich reddish- 
brown color and texture adds endless beauty to soil 
surfaces. Finish off your pots, planters, plant beds and 
all your yard trimmings, Approx, 12 sq. ft, (2" deep) 
per bag,
BLACK POLY
Extra thick 4 mil black poly, Great for using under bark 




Pul your giiiss cuh 
ling ,ind old vooni,iiilB» to 
work With (I compost bw 
lioni WinilM)r, <l'xt.i' lii/c,' 





From the woods of Windsor - PLYWOOD OUR SPECIALTY
; SAI^yED PLYWOOD
4’x8’x3/8” Fir (Bmm)........... .....,.. .ea. 12.98
4x8 11/16Sanded Doe Fir(18mm) .. ........... .. ..ea.l6.SS
4x8 5/8 Sanded Fir (14mm) ------ . ......... ea. 17.98
4x8 3/4" Factory Fir (19mm) .. . . .... ea. 19.88
4x8 3/4" Sanded 0...... . . . . ea. 18.48





Building a shed lor storing your garden tools ot kids’ bikes/, . , Look at this special on 4' x 8' sheet ol 
exteiior siding, rough sawn texture, grooved lo simulate individual boards, Shop Grade. SUPER SAV-
4’x8’x3/8”T-111CedarFace ea. 13.88
4’x8’x5/8"T-111 Fir ea. 19.88
Cut Straight With
STRATE-CUT
A "MUST" lor every power tool user.
Guido wllh any make or model ol portable circular saw, jig saw or 
router. Extends To 8'6". Reduces lo 6t”,, Make precision 90° 
cuts, tapers, angles, dados, bevels, giooves. Unbeatable lor scor­
ing Gyp Roc.
ea.
with instructionsPARQUET OAK FLOORING
Prefinished '| 88 
Textured Oak Parquet
RICH GRAINED Dodt-ypurself...\nsu\\s 
SOLID OAK just like tile —it's easy
HANDY PANELS
Plastic Laminate
Top oil ,1 table with Ihoan handy quality Amuiicari Mado l,iniinato 
cuttings V.irious p,Warns In cheese Irom
CABINET PLYWOOD
First In quality, lirst in variety, Windsoi specializes In hard­
wood plywood In 4'x8' shoots. Various thicknesses nvallahio, 
See Windsor First, We've got the selection , , We've got the 
s.tviniis Oil OO
4'iB'xl/e" Walnut <1. £*4.00
2'x4' ea.
248
4XD-3/4 L.C. Inside Walnut 
4'x8’x3/4" Veneer Core Maple 





I'.xcolioni Viiiue, slap on the K,ivlnQS 





3 Molru trough, Pro-painloci aluminum 
gutter system. Long lasting quality, All 
accessories available,
•tany to nioie, 
iriiiHipoil iinti liamtin 
•Can bn hung up Iw sioMgu •iioiiis ti|i to 1000 iiis •Smi- 
locKing It) gauge squilie steel legs •:’8"H x 4!)"W •)’
........ ctn. 39.88








Finishing louchos that gives wood tne protection il deserves! 
Olympic Slam enhances wood's natuial itixture and beauty 
WINDSOR IS "FIRST IN FINISHING" AND Ytlll'tL FINISH 
FIRST TOO, WITH OLYMPIC STAIN,
gai.
CONTACT CEMENT
Novel run nut ot contact cement. 
Alwriys ,1 handy itimi lo hiwo mound 






-The Du Il'YnutsolleiB bonding aithiinlvn, Mui|i-pui|K)i,e 
adhesive bonds pannllmg, iilwyood, gyp inc, IKinilag and 
much more. Comes m easy in hamiie ana easy to siote lubes.
tube
PiNE PALES
A decorator linishing touch to your sun 






Finish your basemenl wilh 'Windsor's CEILING 
SYSTEMS. You can do-il-yourscll, easily. 
Simply bring in your room measuremenis and 
our experieiiceo stall will certainly help you 
select just Ihe right amount ol materials lo do 
the job , , . It pays to get the proper advice on 
inslallalions ana we can SHOW YOU HOW TO 
FINISH IT, RIGHT
12"x12" White Colling Tile
64sq.lt.
caiton sq.lt. A.qJ'
2'x4’ White Lay-In Panels
..2^0




FresheP’-up your plants soil with new Potting 
Soil from Windsor, Comes in easy to take home 
30 lb. bags.
bag





Non kkid p/i)lu(.liun amt bt-auly Simply ,ipply wilii sliuil iimu niuhrui mnei on e«- 
Tentiloti hiiiidio •Super lough •W.ilerpigot •Llghl weight •Rosiiionl •Llasiir. •lung 
l.nimg •(.«iiy .ipplied and m,iml,lined, l.acy does it with Ou(;,m )>W gal tovms 
iippinx, too eg It.
TAYNOR
DECORATIVE SHUTTERS
IIS Ihose iiniiihing touches ih,d ,i(iil 
eleg.ifice loyoui heme, Fimkh your 
wmdowi. (Villi yVimiiwi din'otiilivu 
wofid.n i,nulinr!.
Your Windsor M,in can 
get die i.ijc to |ii your 
nnwlk, Iriieiioi alyies ,'irri 







(Open Sunday 10:00-5:00) 652-5632
